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The principal problem in the historical reconstruc-
tion of Froto Mon-Khmer is the great diversity between 
the modern descendants. '.fhis paper proposes to simplify 
that problem by reconstructing the East-Ka.tuic branch 
of the Mon-Khmer family. 
Three languages are compared: Br6u, Pac8h, and 
Ka.tu. Because of gaps in the cognate lists, both BrOu 
and ~ao8h bad to be used as witnesses for the sub-family 
The consonants reconstructed for Proto-East-K.a.tuic 
/ h h h h d ,. .:a • - 1 are• p,t,c,k,p ,t ,o ,k ,b, ,y,g,~,J,q,m,n,n,ng,r, ,w, 
s,h/. The vowels reconstructed are •/i,e,e,ii,eG,ee,ie, 
ia,ae,ea,ea,ei,u,o,~,uu,c.to,aa,aa,ua,<Jtt,04,u,a,o,o,uu,cSO, 
00,00,ua,ou,ou,oa,0'6/. Only some of the pre-syllables 
have been reconstructed. 
The main outline of the phonemic system of Proto-
East-Katuic is clear. The remaining problems, involving 
further work on the vowels, pre-syllables, and final 
stops, can no doubt be handled when more data are avail-
able. However, it will take considerable effort to find 
enough cognate sets to provide a minimum of attestation 
in some cases because of the rarity of the phenomena 
involved. The present paper should be of immediate help 




Locat~on aAfa,Broadti Affinities 
of the 1iaj.c yuages 
The Katuic languages are a branch of Mon-Khmer 
spoken across an area from the mountain range of northern 
South Vietnam, through southern l&os, eastern Thailand, 
and down in.to northern Cambodia. The languages1 used 
for this paper are found mostly in Vietnam: Ka.tu in 
Quang Nam province; Pa.a8h, in Thua Thi8n province, and 
Br6u, in Quang Tri province of South Vietnam and neigh-
boring areas in. Laos and North Vietnam. 
Previous historical work on Mon-Khmer ha.a been done 
by Pinnow, Haudricourt, H.Blood, Thomas and Smith, Piat, 
Reynaud, Shorto, Jacob, and others. 
A rough family tree can be reconstructed as follows: 
1Material for this paper was gathered from manuscript 
dictionaries prepared by Judith Nallace and Nancy Costello 
( Ka tu) , Mr. and Mrs. Richard Watson ( Pa.c8h) , an.d Mr. and 
Mrs. John Miller (Br6u), all of the Swnmer Institute of 
Linguistics. The items used have been rechecked on the 
field by Miss Costello and the ~illers, and from his per-
sonal knowledge of the language by .llli.r. Watson. The 
materials were phonemicized by the same authors (Wallace, 
unpublished manuscript; R.Watson, 1964; R.Phillips and 





Khmer Palau.ngic Katuic Bahnaric 
and Kh.muio / / , Kon 
languages Ea.st K. North B. South B. 
Nu.clear Family: 
Within East-Xatuic a family tree can best be oon-
struoted on the basis of the consonants, particularly 
the stop series. On the basis of the correspondences be-
tween Br6u, Rac~h, and Katu, four labial stops can be 
reconstructed: 
BrOu - :ea.0th - Ka.tu 






•b 7 b b b 
•• -:, b b - e 
Brou. and Pao~h have merged •p and h •p, giving p, and *b 
with •e, giving b. ( •e Y&8 probably both pre-glottalized 
and voiced, •b only voiced. In the daughter languages, 
bis voiced and pre-glottalized, the two :features not 
contrasting.) Ka.tu, on the other hand, bas merged •ph 
and •b, retaining the contrast between glottalized voiced, 
non-glottalized voiced, and voiaeless unaspirated stops. 
?air-wise the daughter languages have the following 
numbers of correspondence setsz Br0u/Pao8h 2, Br6u/Katu 
4, Pao~h/:Katu. 4. On the basis of the labial stops alone, 
SOUTH CH INA SEA 
. ,, 






Group BAHNAR, etc . 
./Joundary - __ - _ 
.... 
Re.settlement ( Mu'dNG ), etc. 







then, we would find Breu and Paoah to be the same lan-
guage. The alveolar stops present the same picture of 
mergers from four original contrasts. 









But on the basis of the alveopalatal stops the tree 
takes better shape: 
Breu Faeth Xatu 
•o ;::,,, ch ch ch2 
•ch? oh ch j 
•y ~ y y y 
•j ~ y y ;, and 
y j ; 
Here again Brou and Pa.c~h can be separated from Ka.tu on 
the basis of a shared merger. However, Paoah has a 
split not shared by Brou: •j;:. P y, j. In Brou, all •j 
merged with •y, whereas in Pac&h only part of •j merged 
with •y. Therefore on the basis of a shared merger and 
independent innovations Brou and Pacoh are established 
as sister languages within the sub-family of Br6u-Pac8h. 
2oh is used in all three languages to represent the 
unaspirated voioelesa alveopalatal stop. •y is consid-
ered a stop for the p1.1.1·poees of this paper because it 






. I\ Br6u .Paeth Ka.tu 
This same tree was found as the result of lexico-
statistioal techniques {Thomas, 1966). 
Qgnt;ibution of fhia Paper 
This paper will be concerned primarily with the 
main syllable {final syllable of polysyllabic words) of 
the words examined. This is because the very strong 
areal tendency to reduction of the first syllables has 
obscured the remaining pre-syllables (Lee, 1966, p.103). 
In all three of the languages there is a high percentage 
of monosyllables. The canonical sh.ape of the main syl• 
lable in these languages is a1v{c2), with a1having the 
possibility of representing consonant Clusters but a2 
having the possibility of representing only single con-
sonants. 
aonsonants 
Ql have proven to be relatively stable, with the 
exception of the shift in the stop syate.riis. It is 
remarkable that in the stop series four phonemes must 
be set up at each of ·three points of articulation. 
Apparently at a still earlier stage than Froto-East-
6 
Katuic there were only three-way contrasts, as Haudri-
cou.rt speaks of a "German shift" in some Mon-Xhmer 
languages (1965), and in the reflexes only Ka.tu shows 
a four-way contrast, and that only in the alveopalatal 
point. The cognate sets, with possibly one or two 
exceptions, do not involve aspirated atopa. 3 However, 
all three of the languages do have aspiration4 (though 
not in cognate words), arguing for aspiration as a fea-
ture of the fourth series. 
The stop reflexes of the main syllable initial 
position may be summarized as follows: 
BPK BPK 
•p p p-p-p •t, t-t·t 
h 
•p 7 p-p-b h •t 7' t-t-d 
•b, 'b-b-b •d 7 d-d-d 
•e, b·b·e •a 7d-d-a 
B p K 
•o ~ ch-oh-ch 
•ch, oh-ch- j 
*Y > y - y-y 
• j,, y 
- y-;, 





For the stops in final position there are no well 
attested examples showing similar patterning. However, 
3 •enough' B, P kbam, K kb.am.. 9 blow 9 B phAt, P ph~t. 
'sunny' B ph6a~, P puaq. The vowels of 'blow' are not 
regular. For 'sunny'? lacks aspiration, so •enuugh,' 
the only 'regular' example of aspiration, has no paralle1a. 
4watson (1964) interprets aspiration in Pa.o8h ao 
a seq.uenoe of stop plus h because infixes oan come between 
the two. Henderson (1952, p. 165) interprets aspiration 
in Cambodian in the same way for the same reason. This 
does not mean, however, that the aspirated series of 
.Proto-Eaat-Katuic could not have unit reflexes. 
7 
one would not expect to find the full stop pattern re-
produced in the final position in a South East Asian lan-
guage. Usually only voiceless u.naspirated stops and the 
continuants can ocour there. 
The surprising result of the o2 stop reconstruction 
was two extra stops, •kh and •j. 
The reflexes of •kh are B q, F q, K k (q represents 
glottal stop). All three languages can have q or kin 
final position, but they do not have a third atop sim-
ilar to the proto stop. It is very possible that the 
proto sound was a glottalized velar stop. However, 
since in the initial position this particular spot is 
unfilled, we are assigning this sound to the •kh phoneme. 
For further speculation on the implications for another 
series of stops in the final position, see chapter V. 
Final •j is another matter as all three languages 
do have final j. The phonetic realization of j is L1q], 
but it is simpler phonotactioally to handle it as a 
phonetically complex single phoneme parallel to the 
other alveopalatal consonants, all of which have an [1J 
on-glide in final position. 
Other shifts in c2 involve a simple merger in BrQ~. 
of •n with •n and a split and merger in BrCu and Xatu 
involving •sand •h. On the whole the shifts in o2 
support the tree fou.nd from the c1 changes, except that 
Pac&h and Ka.tu oocaaionally pattern together. 
8 
Vowels 
Large vowel inventories in Mon-Khmer languages are 
not at all unu.sual, especially in Kat11io languages. 5 
Thirty-six different syllable nuclei are reconstr11cted 
here for Proto-East-Xatuic, which is less than BrOu has 
( forty-one) and more than Ka tu ( twenty-five) 0 
51wy, a Xatuic. language in Laos, bas forty-eight 
different syllable nuclei lHaudricourt, 1965, p.167). 
CHAPTER II 
CONSONANTS 
SYD.chronie !:Qd p1achroni6 ~ventories 
Of the three consonant positions in the Katuio 
languages: pre-syllable, main syllable initial, and 
ma.in syllable final, the main syllable initial position 
has the widest inventory of phonemes. Even though the 
final position is more limited, the .Katuic languages 
have much larger inventories there than Thai, Chinese, 
Meo, and other language families in the area, with the 
exception of the Ma.layo-Polynesian languages. 
The consonants of Ka.tu are: 
:Bilabial Alveolar Alv.pal. Velar 
Stops: vl.unasp. p t ch k 
vl.asp. Ph th s kb 
vd. b d j g 
glottal e i ; q(-) 
Liquids v(u) J/r .,. h 
JTasals m .. n n ng 
~e orthogra.ph1' used is slightly regularized from 
that of Wallace (unpublished manuscript). The bilabial 
9 
10 
liquid is written v initially, u finally. Glottal stop is 
written with a hyphen immediately following a pre-syl• 
lable, otherwise with q. 
/b,d,j,g,ph,th,kh,a/ do not occur in the final 
position. Final allophones of e and~ are [uq] and f1q] 
respectively. Alveopalatals have an [1] on-glide. 
Pao8h and :arau consonants are identical with Ka.tu 
except that they do not have the contrast between voiced 
glottalized and voiced non•glottalized stops, nor do 
they have a voiced velar stop. BrOu has an additional 
phoneme /tr/. 
The reconstructed consonant system for Proto-East• 
Katuic is: 
•/p t O k 
Ph th ch kh 
b d y 
• ci j q 
w r/1 s h 
m n ii ng/ 
•/b,d,e,a,ph,th,ch/ are restricted to the initial posi-
tion (but see chapter V for a different interpretation). 
Consonant Reflexes 
•p>B P, J? p, K p 
•b .-.;a b, }: p, Kb in cluster with •1; B b, Pb, Kb else-
where 
•e >B b, ~ b, A e 
11 
h 
•p ~B p, p p, Kb 
•t >B t, ;p q, K q after front glided vowels; B t, pt, 
K t elsewhere 
•d?B d, p d, K d 
•ci > B d, p d, Ka 
•th7B t, p t, K d 
•c >B oh, P ch, Koh main syllable initially; B t, Pt, 
K ch finally; B s, Pt, K oh/j/d in the pre-syllable 
•j ,..By, P j, K ; before front vowels; B y, Py, K ; 
elsewhere 
•y>B y, Py, Ky main syllable initially; Bi,~ i, 
K Ce)¢ after •4; Bi, P 1, K 1 finally, not after~ 
•ch?B oh, P ch, K j 
•k~B k, Pk, K k initially and after high non-glided 
vowels; Bk, P q, K k finally, not after high non-
glided vowels 
•kh>B q, P q, K q finally, Bk, Pk, Kg elsewhere 
•q ?B q, P ¢, K ~ after high front glided vowels; B q, 
P q, K q elsewhere (written . .:. after pre-syllable) 
•m ">B m, P m, K m 
•n > B n, P n, K n 
•n>B n, P n, K ng after i in K; B n, P n, Kn after 
vowels other than 1 in X; B n, P n, X n initially 
*ng1'B ng, l? ng, K ng 
*l 7B l, ~ 1, K l 
12 
•s ,.B h, p s, lC h after front vowels; B s, :P s, K s 
elsewhere 
•h '> B h, P h, K h 
•w ~Bu, p (o)~, K Co)¢ after •4; Bu, Pu, Ku after 
other vowels; B w, 2 w, Kw initially 
Qonaon,ant Correspondenoee 
Because the cognate sets illustrating the proto 
consonants are so numerous, only representative examples 
are given here. For further sets see the lists in 
chapter IV. 
Main Syllable Initial 
~Ji.i&ll il8U. Pao8h btu iA 
'three' pai pe pe •pe6 
'extinguish' (pat) pat rot •pat (burn skin) f candle) 
'grey haired' pluak pluaq pluuk •pluuk 
'hole' , prung prung •prung prung 
'dream' 
, mpoHP 7 , •mpaw mpau m.po 
'middle' mp{xng , mpung -1>e1ng •ap«mg 
'mortar• tapa.l tu.pal tapal •tu.pal 
There are two apparent exceptions to the regular 
61or phonetio qualities aee vowel charts ill chapter 
III. An underlined apaoe 1n FEK indicates an unreoon-
stru.otable phoneme. liyphena indicate bound forms. 
7HP and HK refer to the high dialects of Paotih and 
Ka.tu respectively. Unmarked forms in Pao8h and Ka.tu 
are from the low dialects. 
13 
correspondences. 1. 'rainbow• B prOng, P pireng, X 
HK mariang • It may be that the original form had a •ma 
pre-syllable which became pin B a.nd P. B does not 
allow pin the pre-syllable, so a consonant cluster 
would have resulted. 2. 'peroh' B pok, P boq, bot. 
:.chere is no explanation for the p-b deviation. How-
ever, the unparalleled vowel relationship, as well as 
the slight indication that the original P form may have 
had a final t makes it probable that th·ese words are 
not normal cognates. 
•b•>i b-. Pp•, X b- before •1, 
B b•, P b- 1 X b- elsewhere 
English ~ Pao§h 
'lie, sleep' blq biq 
'jawbone' tabang tabang 
'have, get' be111n ben 
'ask' blO'h pl6h 







A pl clu.ster is not permitted in Pac~h. 
*i•2i bit1 p b• I x e-
'large bamboo' a"'4ri& abl1ng aeung 
'bamboo sprouts' abang abang aeang 
'brain' abok ab8k/abuaq eOq 












The oognates--or apparent cognates--reflecting ••-
have unu.sual vowels, with the exception of 'bamboo 
14 
sprouts,' which has the usual correspondences for •a. 
uie above examples are the only ones for •a. If the 
list could be lengthened, no doubt a pattern for the 
vowel changes could be seen. 
h 
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(a· flower) h 











lt is very likely that the proto form for 'louse• 
had •tin the pre-syllable, as in !(a.tu, not in the main 
syllable. Otherwise there is no way to account for 










English Br6u J?a.c8h ~ PEK 
'house' dSng dung dong •d_ng 
'heel' kanda11J. Kandol --- •kand4ltl 
~his is all of the •d· examples. fhere is one 
unusual set of cognates meaning 'hollowed out•: B tbk, 
P t8ng, K drong. Ignoring the :fact that the kin B 
is unexplained, we can take these words as reflecting 
an initial •cir. As dr is a non-permitted sequence 
in both Band P, •dr became t. 
• i• ? B d- , J? ci- 1 K a• 
'little finger ndoi ndoi aooi •naooy 
or toe' ( index finger) 
'squeeze ou.t• d4j dlq iiq •auj 
'water' dauq daq eook •a_kh 
'carry on doul doal aua.1 •aoul 
shoulder' 
There are two sets of cognates where Katu has a-
but Band P have t-. However, they come from different 
sou.rces. l. 'taboo' B ~n, P tan, K diang: the vowel 
change triggered a consonant change. Thia oau.aed an• 
other vowel change which then affected the other conso-
nant. The same explanation may hold for the unusual 
initial consonants for 'give': B youn, P j~n, K a6ng. 
In both oases K preserves the •a- and •-ng. So the 
proto forms would have been 'give' •tong and •taboo• 
•aiang. 
2. The forms for 'IDall,' B tatoam (bachelor), 
16 
X taeuam show a loss of voicill.g in B from the distant 
conditioning of the pre-syllable stop, •t. This dis-
tant conditioning is no longer an active process as 
the forms tad.ah 'split wood', tad~i 'half', ana tadih 
•to come up to, bum.p' have productive affixes. 
a1iai1a Brau P§g§a iatu. PEX 
'duok' tia ta da h •qat _ 
'noon' to4.ug 
---
dang •th ng 
-





tung dltl:t.ng •thuung 
'pestle' ntri ntray ndre •nthr_ 
fhe forms for 'pestle' may be metathesized as 
the Ohra11 form is flPN• If so, this wo\lld have ha~. 
pe.ned before' the Proto•Ea.st-xatllic stage as all thre~ 
languages have the interpolated stop to avoid the non-
permitted •nr sequence. 
There is one set of cognates with the correspon-
dences d•d•t: 'explode' B pad8h, P padoh, K patoh. 
Very possibly the explanation is to be found in the 
Proto-Sou.th-Bahnario form, •bart~h (Blood, 1966). In 
Band P the loss of the •r is reflected in the voicing 
of the stop. 
'eat' cha cha Oba •ca 
17 
·Bngliah ~ Pao8h K.atu Dll 
'dog' aoho acho acho •qaco 
'elephant' aohtang achiang achiang •qaciang 
'charcoal' kuohoh ltuch?Sh lta.ohoh •kucah 
Problem sets are •teach' B ataitng, P achitng, 
X pachung and •dig' B chOa j , K uaoh. 
•gh•Zi ;a-. ~ iS·1 K ~-
•ten' chit ch1t jit •chit 
•waterfall' saruh achuh ajuh •qachuh 
'bed' kachong ltaohdng juang •kichd<tng 
fb.e B form for •waterfall' has an. r infix as the 
pre-syllable vowel in B from •c also gives a when there 









These are the only examples for •y- and the vowels 
are not yet reoonstructable, but there is no obvious 
conditioning from the vowels that would have affected 
the initial consonants. 
•j- >B ~-: P i""": K ,- after :front vowels I • P • I • elsewhere and 
'stand' tayung tayimg ;uang •taj_ng 
'spirit' yiang yang ;aang •jaang 
'dip out• 
---
jlt ~it/;et •jit 
18 
Epglish Br§u Pao8h Ka.tu ~ 
'wet' 
---
jip/jup ;ep •jip 
'suck' youj jib 1ca;ep/;uuq•jEp ·us J q 
'hold' ayeq kajip ka;aaq/ •kaj_q 
ka;oaq 
There are several difficult sets involving y, 
j, and;. 'deer' B yaut, E jot; 'sour' P ajoq, 
K 1ta;uaq; 'foot• B ayo'l.1.ng, P ajung, K ywig; and •wrap' 
B kay&m, P j~m/t~m, K toom/duum. 'wrap' forms reflect 
a doublet similar to the forms for 'suck' (above). 
There is an interesting alternation in the P form 
for 'heal over': yiah/jiah. 
initial y: yuah. 
































There are two cases where K hasp and the other 
two languages have k. These may reflect replacement 
of *k• by a pa- prefix which has become frozen. (Note 
that pl• clusters are permitted in Band P.) 
8capitals represent doubtful reconstructions. 
19 
'trail' B kluang, £ klong, K plong, *kloong. 'braid, 
plait' B klan, F klan, K palan, •klo~n. 
There is one example where B has k and P has kh: 
'pi~es' B k!n, P khin. At present there is no explan-
ation for this variation. 
h *k -zB k•, Pk-, Kg-
English kQ.Y: :eao~h Ka.tu PEK 
-
'thunder' krwn k:rum gram •khro'Dl 
'gong' kuang kong , , •khoong goong 
'cave' lo.tp kupH.P go'o'p •kh _:p 
• drum' sako'r ak:ur chagor •cakhur 
'magic power' 
---
kun gun •khu.un 
'fangs, tusk' kloui kl~s kluai •klou_ 
•g-2:B ~- I ·:p ~- I K ¢• (glottal stop is unwritten except 
after a pre-syllable) B ., r .. 
' 
K -
'flame, light' ang ang aang •qaang 
'to boil' , o'p a.p ap •q_p 
'fire' 6us us OS •q_s 
'play stringed ot ot oot •qoot ins tru.men t' 
'yawn' sa•ap ng-ap a-aap •hangqaap 
'winnow• u-6u.m ~m , • om _qoom 
'crow, raven' ka-ak a•aq a-aak •kaqaak 
•a->i m.-. :P m .... x m.-
'year• ku.mo ku.moHP kamo •kumo 
'termite' kum6ar/ 
kum.our 
kamou.r kamuar •kumBar 
20 
ios;i;i.ua ~ Pao~h Katu m 
'one' mu.oi m~i muiHK •muy 
'eye' moat mat mat •mo4t 
, mpoHP , •mpaw 
'dream' m.pau. mpo 
There are two oases where P has mm, probably 
from the -n- infix (s. Watson, 1966): 'new' B ta.I1Ai, 
R tamme, K tame, •tame; and 'guest' B tamoi, P tammoi, 










nln nln ---( fat pig) 
--- naq nak 
nctum num ---
nsoq na~q nsoq 
naeing nseng nsiang 
ntri ntray ndre 
kaneing kineng kaniang 







In only a few of the above oases ia there neither 
consonant cluster or pre-syllable. There are three 
other words which may reflect •n, but they are not reg-
ulars 'odor' B noaq, P nnaq, K nnaq; 'still' B no~ng, 
P..nr:iimg {no more); and 'punji stick' B nl!k, K da;ix. 
The nn in P and K may come from -n--affix (see dis-
cussion above under •m and also si~ilar examples under 
•n and •ng). The K d of 'punji stick' is unexplained. 























Cognate sets with ii- are extremely rare (the words 
£or 'dirty' may be loan words from Vietnamese 'nhap•). 
However, as the South Bahnario languages also attest 
the form for 'cry', and as there is certainly an •-ii 
























































There is a seeming pair of cognate sets which might 
set u.p a phoneme similar tu •r-, bu.ton closer inspec11on 
they are not reliables •receive' B roap, ~ doup; 
'Wllbrella' B ru, Pru, K du.. The .Ka.tu. word for 'wubrella 1 
is probably a loanword from Vietnamese 'du'. The vowels 
for 'receive' are irregular. So unless other cognate 
sets with r-r-d turn up, we must conclude that the above 
likenesses are only accidental. 
Two other unusual sets are 'mildew' B pahoq, P paroq; 
and 'frog' B aro~q, P aroq, K agok. In both cases every-
thing is perfectly regu.lar except the main syllable 
initial consonants. Conceivably there was originally an 
•hr cluster in 'mildew•, but a gr cluster for 'frog' is 
impossible as we have no other initial •g • 
••. ,B 1-, P 1-, Kl-
JmsJ.isb Brau. Pac~h ~ ~ 
'run' luh luh luhHK •lu.h 
'pass by' luat luat 
( go ou.t} 
lu.u.t/loot •luat 
'split' ploah 1ah blahHK •_lo4h ( s. bamboo) 
'leech' plaum plom pl.1~m •pl44m 
'tllSk' paluak paloq (balua) •pal_k 
In 'blink', B ku.ben, P kapllh, K gableh, because 
of the non-permitted sequence of bl in Brou. and Pa.c~h, 
in B the •1 was lost, whereas in P the voicing of the 
stop was lost. In 'crop, craw', B pliem, P peam, K biam, 
only B retained the •1. The difference in the two sets 
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1• beca~ee only one aet .bas a pre-ay!~ao~e. 
"here are two sets of cognates where~ has 11: 
'hand of bananas• B talah, ~ tallah; '"palm, sole' 
~ talang, ~ tallang, A palaang. ~ probably has the 
-n- infix, which is 1 before 1. 
In two cases 1~ looks like correspondences of B 1, 
X d, bat a variant in one of the Katu forms gives a clae: 
'sore, tired' B aleh, ·K deh/gleh; • pig' B alik, P alik, 
X adMk. In all three languages dl is a non-permitted 
sequ.ence. However, in K gl is permitted, so •dl gives 
either d or gl. So in both cases we reconstru.ct •dl. 
..• ,-, p ,-, K ,-
Epgli&Q Br§u Pac&h ~ 111 
'tail' soi soi , , . 8001 •sooy 
'five' saung sang sMng •s&4ng 
'peel' aeil all sial. •sltl 
'fat' nseing nseng nsiang •nseang 
'rotten' 
, 
ne<>q nsoq nsoq •nsoq 
'ginger• asai asai asas •qas_s 
'moon' ka8'1 kisai kase •kis4y 
There is a set where X bas; and Band P haves: 
'sap• B siet, P s&t, K ;et. There may have been a.n 
initial •sy clu.ster which became~ in Kata with the 
loss of the •s. 
'rich' B ha-ar, K soor bas only the r which is 
regu.lar, so presumably the words are not cognate. 
English ~ l?ag§h ~ ~ 
'kiss, sniff' h6@ hun/h&n htm •h_n ( smell) 
'flow' hoi hui ( taiu) hooi •hooy ( waterfall) 
'to warm' hang heng haang •heeng (very hot) 
'blood' aham abam ahaam. •qahaam 
'bone' nghang nghang nghaang •nghaang 
'light weight' ngheil nghial hangiil •nghiel 
'whistle' kahouj kakhoaj kahua.ch/ *kahouj 
hooch 
From the evidence of South Bahnaric, •ngkhac, it 
is likely that the forms for 'light weight' show meta-
thesis in Band P, not K. 
Chrau, a descendant of Proto•South-Bab.naric, has 
tahw!ch for 'whistle', ma.king it more likely that P bas 
reduplicated the k from the pre-syllable than that B 
and K have lost a k from the main syllable. 
•w->.B v-, ;p v-. .K v-
'wring• viat viaq viaq •wiat 
'soul' raviai rvai ravaai •rawaay 
'rice' av4j aviq •qawuj (a kind of rice) 
'create• 
---
vas vas •waas 
In two oases there seems to be a Kb for Band P v: 
'tinder' B lavut, P lav1t, K kabit; 'grand.f'ather' 
B avooq., r av8q, K abua_p. 'tinder' was pro·bably •kablut. 
The Band P 'grandfather' cognates may be only acciaen-
tally similar: the final consonants are also irregular. 
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Main Syllable Final 
The consonant& which oa.n ooour in final position 
in Proto-East-Katuic are •/p,t,c,j,k,kh,q,h,a,w,y,r,l, 
m,n,.n,ng/. The relation bet-veen the final allophones 
and initial allophones is·fairly obvio~s. As mentioned 
previously, there is no well-attested systematic pattern-
ing of stops in the final position to match that of the 
initial position, although there are isolated cases 
which .may later prove to be regu.lar. 
•-p >i -p, p •p, K -p 
English ~ Pao~h Ka.tu lH 
'bite' k.a.p kap kap •kap 
'catch' koup kop koop •kOCip 
• b1.2ry' tup tUp tap •tttp 
•yawn' sa-ap ng-ap ba-aap •hangqaap 
The only variants from the regular correspondents 
for •-pall involve glottal stop orb (which is phonetic-
ally [uqJ): 'glu~i~ous rice' B dGip, ~ d~p, K diab; 
'mouth' B bouq P boap, K boop; 'grandfather• B avooq, 
P av!q, K abuap. As mentioned under the discussion of 
•w-, the 'grandfather• word for X may not be related 
to the Band P words. There is as yet no exFlanation 
for the other two sets. 
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•-t ~» -t, £ -g, K -g after high fr~nt glided vowels, 










'extinguish' ( rmt> 
make hot) 
•-c >B •t, P -t, K •cg 


























after front vowels in Low Ka.tu •-c7-t. The shift from 
an older ch tot is not unusual in the area: southern 
Vietnamese regularly has -t where northern Vietnamese 
has -ch. 
•-j >B, F, K -g after front vowels in the daughter lan-
guages, B -j 1 :e - j, K -ch elsewhere 
'lie, sleep' 
'squeeze out' 



























•-k ?B -k, F -k, K -k after high nc,n-glided vowels, 
B •k1 P •g 1 i •k elsewhere 
s111ah 
'pipe' 










































































naq/nooq naq nak 
kuteiq ku.teq/ katiak 
h ku.tiaic/ku.teak 


















lish in that there are so many different proto vowels 
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represented in the cognate sets, yet there is some evi-
dence of contrasting environmen~s: •-k and •-q occur 
after •1e, •-~ and ••q occur after •a, and •-k and •-kh 
occur after •ea. 
Ep,glieh ~ pto8h !§tu. PEK 
'mushroom' triaq tria tri •trieq 
'late' saliaq tulia --- •Cu.lieq 
'saliva' vlltq avia havi •_vieq 
'stink' 
, , 
•nno~q noaq n.naq nnaq 
'ride' deiq diq diq •diiq 
'rotten' nsl5q nstsq nsoq •nsoq 
'carry piggy- ( peq) baq baq •Baq 
baok' 




'hold' A kajiq 1ca;aaq/ •kaj_q areq 
kafaaq 
There is one set of cognates where K has J after 
u: 'little, few' B bGiq, P beaq, K mbuj. In this case 
the vowel has conditloned the final consonant. 
•·h,B •h, P -h, x •h 
'horse' aaeh aseh aseh •qaseh 
'lungs' sfSh soh soh •soh 
'slap' tapah pah 
-pah •pah 
'open' p&h p8h pO'dh •paah 
'lau.n.der' pooh piah pua.h •p_h 
'pound over again' 
---
truah ohruah •cruah 
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There is one exam~le where •-his lost in B: •naked' 
B lou, ~ l~h, K lOh. Bou and P ~ are regular correspon-
dences, but not with O in K, so the vowel shift has 
affected the consonant in B. 
There is one example with ch in Kand with h in 
Band£: 'diarrhea' B sarBah, P taruah, K daru.ach. 
{cf. discussion of final stops in chapter V). 
••s ~ B -h I F •s, K -h after front vowels, B •a, P -s, X -s elsewhere 
Eng11aa Br6u Pao8h ~ 
'root' reb reas riah 
'nine' tak&h tikeas ta!kiab 





'choose' ruoh ros/reb 
---
'jackfrui t' , panlh/ pa.neh panas 
cha.a 
pan.as 
'sneeze' Ch.4S chuas 
'fire' ous us OS 
'spear' kos kos kos 
'grandfather' achuas achuas achua.a 















In the cases of 'extinguish', 'choose•, and 'jack-
fruit', when the vowels shifted the final consonant 
depended on whether there was a front or non-front vowel: 
-h with front vowels, -s with non-frunt vowels. 
There are some unusual cognates involving j, c, y,. 
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and a. However, they do not pattern alike: 'pull out 
of fire' B yiaj, P yaj, K ~as; 'float' B dous, P doaj; 
'pull out, pluck' B p8j, ~ p~s, K pooh; 'ginger• B asai, 
P aeai, l{ aa4s; •tusk' B kloui, P kl~s, K kl'uai. In 
all these reflexes the final consonants are alveopala-
tals, but there is no evidence of regUlar conditioning. 
The vowels for 'pull out• are very different but the 
Chrau form pbw4s attests both back roundedness and cen-





















•-y>B ;., P ·i, K -{e)0 after •tt, 
































In 'day• B tanga.i, l:' ingai, K tangai, the initial 





































































• k r 
- -
•wear 
There are a few oases wbe.re r alternates with q 
or is replaced by q: 'hot taste• B h&r,? aba.q/aharBP, 
X haaq; 'push, shove' P kidiar, X kasiaq. There are 














English BrQs ?ao8h Ka.tu ~ 
'steam' h6\ll hoal ahu.al • hO\ll 
-
'seven' tapul tup~l tapool •tupol 
There is metathesis of •land •r in the words for 
'anus': P lear, K rial. From the witness of the vowels 
it is K where the metathesis occurred. 
There is an interesting triplet of cognate sets 
involving final •land final •rand the idea of •turning' 
or'rou.nd.' In all three sets the initial conso.uant is •w. 
'round' B·vul, P vil, K vil/vir; 'to circle' B viel, 
P vir, X vial; 'swerve' B vlr ( turn, avoid) , P vear {avoid). 
. ' 
An explanation for these slightly variant forms is to be 
found in the common practise of reduplication {Watson, 
1966) in these languages, often with different formulae. 
It may be that there were two original pairs, one with 
glided vowels, one without, and both involving •1 and •r. 
So the original pairs would have been something like 
•wear wial, •wil wir. 
•-m ~» ·•, J? •m, K -m 
'cry' niam .... niam -.. niim •niem 
'blood' aha.m aham . ahaam •qahaam 
'leech' plaum pl6m pl44m •p1'4m 
'liver' luam lom loom •loom 
'thunder• krum krUJll gram •khrO'm 
English 
'woman' 
























































'bamboo sprou.ts'abang abang 

































Englii:ah :Br§u. Pao6h PEX 
-
'elephant' achlang achiang achiang •qaciang 
•calf of leg' nluang taluang/ chalu.ung •_luimg 
kluang 
Tb.ere are three cases where Ka.tu has ng but Brou 
and Pac8h haven: •taboo' B tan, F tan, K aiang; 'beat 
drum' B to§.n.{hit), P toan, K tong; 'give• B yoim, 
P j~n, X aong. As discussed under •a•, there have been 
far-reaching changes in these words, affeoting even the 
final -ng. On the whole, vowels are least likely to 
have changed before •-ng, bu.tin these oases even the 
ng was affected by the changes. 
•-ng has the highest frequency of'any of the conso-
nants. In a sample count of about two .hu.ndred full 
cognate sets, there were forty-three with final •-ng. 
Within that forty-three there were very few cognates 
where P and K had glided vowels {only four for P). 
Of the six glided vowels in P, the only ones represented 
in the count were ia and ua. B, of course, had a mu.ch 
larger representation of glides. 
The shifts of •n, •n, and •ng in Brau and Ka.tu. have 
been quite different. Using the method developed by 
Hoenigswald (1960), the following illustration presents 
the different sources of the final consonants in the 
daughter languages. (Bis above the middle, PEK is in 
the middle, left, K is below the middle. The left hand 
·side gives the diachronic picture, the right hand side 
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gives the synchronic picture. 
•n~n •n,.n n 
•ng>ng ng 
B 
•n •n •ng p 
X 
•n-,n n 
•En>an/•On,.oi # On an., 
•I.n>ing •ng,.ng 1ng, ng 
Is high front vowel 
E • non-high front vowel 
0 • non-front vowel ~ 
Fig. 2.--Chart of the sources of n, n, and ng 
Pre-syllable 
The pre-syllable is generally unstable in South 
East Asian languages. Lee found for .Proto Chamic, 
"As might well be expected, the history of the un-
stressed Chamic presyllable shows much less stability 
than the main syllable." ( 1966, p. 103) In Vietnamese 
and in Mnong Rl4m (a South Bahnaric language) the pre-
syllable has been completely lost. 
In the Ea.st-Katuic languages there is some regular 
retention of the pre-syllable, some unexplained loss 
of the pre-syllable in one or tw'o of the languages, and 
generally an obscuring of the vowel quality. 
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In Pac6h, the pre-syllable may have the form 
c1v c2• Normally only p,t,k,q,r, or l can fill the c1 
position, bu.t as redaplications of the main syllable 
initial, other consonants may also fill o1 • !fhe C2 
position can be filled only by nasals and liquids. V 
can be filled by a, 1, or a, but before o2 there is no 
contrast in vowel quality. 
Ka.tu has only the pattern CV in the pre-syllable, 
C being ~illed by any consonant, but V only by a. 
Br6u can have p,t,k,q,1,r,s,y, or min the c1 
position and a or u in the V position after k,r, or p, 
but otherwise only a as V. (One word each was found 
for hand n in the pre-syllable) 
Rigo;r.o-~ .. reconstruction o.f the pre-syllables of 
Proto•Ea.st-Katu.ic must await the availability of more 
data, and a more oaref\ll screening of possible affixes. 
In one case where the Band P vowel of the pre-syllable 
do not agree there is evidence that the main syllable 
can also occur as a free form with ·a slightly different 
meaning: B ku'tttu •warm, hot•, tau 'hot, boiled'. 
But in the meantime it is u.seful to note what 
regularities there are between the presyllables. Rough-
ly half the words have pre-syllables, and a little over 
half of those are regular. 
For more examples of pre-syllables than are given 
in the following list of reflexes, see chapter IV. 
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•pa•7B pa•, :e pa-, K pa-. Nine.examples. 'hail-
stones• B pareil, P pareal, K parial. 
•p1-,B pa•,~ pi•, K pa-. Five examples. 'pus• 
B panung, P pinung (a boil), K panung. 
•ta->B ta-, P ta-, K ta-. Nineteen examples, two 
of which can also freely vary to ti- in P. 'follow• 
B tapun, P tapun, K tapun. 
•ti•)B ta•, IC ta-, P ti-. Nine examples, two of 
which can freely va-ry to ta- in P. 'water bQffalo' 
B tariak, P tiriaq, K tariiq. 
' 
•tu•>B ta-, P tu-, X ta-. Seven examples. •mortar' 
B tapal, P tupal, X tapal. 
•ka•')B k:a·, P ka-, K ka-. Twelve examples. 'under• 
B lcar8um, "R lr.arrum, K ka.rum. 
•k->B k, P ka•, K ka-. Four examples. 'finger, 
toe nail' B krih, P Jrarreas, X kariah. 
•ki->B ka-, P ki-, K ka•. Only occurs before •n, 
•d,•o, or •a. Seven examples. 'tooth' B kaneing·, 
P kineng, K kaniang. B ku.•, P ka•, X ka-. Never before 
•n, •d, •o, or •a. Four examples. ·, ear• B ku.t6ur, 
P kat~r, X kator. 
•ku.-~B k\1·, P ku.•, X ~. -~en examples, five am-
biguous with •k. 'charcoal' B kuohah, P 1mcbah, 
X kachah. 
•qa•>B a•, Pa-, Ka-. About thirty-five examples 
(some may include aff:pss meaning 'body part', •animal•, 
and 'kin'). 'ginger' B asai, P asai, x asas. 
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•~,-Blea-, l? ka•, X ga.-. Three examples (vowels 
are irregular). 'blink' B kubeh, £ .tc.apllh, K gableh. 
•ra-~B ra•, Pr-, K ra-. Four exaruples. 'soul' 
B raviai, P rvai, X ravaai. 
•ha•>B sa•, P qa•, Kha-. Six examples. 'hiccough' 
B aa-8q, P a•4q, X ba-ak. 
•ca•')iB sa•, P ta-, K c/j/da-. Twelve examples in 
Band P, but only three in K. K examples have one each 
of o,j, and d. 'diarrhea' B sareah, P tarua.h, K daruach. 
'needle' B sarum, P ta.rum., K jar~/janum.. •arrow' 
B sarah, P ta.rah, X charah. 
•tar•>B ra-, P tar-, Kc/ta-. Eight examples in 
Band P, one each for c and tin X. 'knee• B rak&l, 
P tark~l, K takol. 'stalk' B rakong, P tarkong, 
X chakoong. 
•la-;,B la•, P la-. !rhree examples in Band P, 
none in X. 'betel leaf' B labaq, P labaq. 
Confirmation of the regularity of the •oa--reflexes 
comes from morphophonemics. When the -n- in.1'ix is 
added to 'eat', B,P,K·cba, the p~esyllables are then 
Bea•, P ta-, K cha-. 
CHAPTER III 
VOWELS 
On the basis of the consonant evidence Pac~h and 
Brau have been established as a sub-family within East-
Xatuic. The evidence from the vowels is not so clear-
cut in that there are several oases of shared mergers 
in Pacfsh and Xa tu. However, as Pac8h and Ka tu border 
each other geographically and both have had more con-
tact with Vietnamese than Brou, it is not too surprising 
that they should have some shared innovations. 
Sy;nchronio and Diachronic Inventories 
!Che inventories of syllable nuclei are large in 
all of thes'e East-Ka tuic languages. Ka tu, with the ElllSll!-
est inventory, has a basic eleven vowels, plus eleven 
long vowels and three glided9 vowels, making a total of 
twenty-five vowels. Pac8h is next with twelve basic 
vowels, twelve long vowels, and six glided vowels, mak:ll.Lg 
a total of thirty. Br6u10 has ten basic vowels, ten 
91 Glided' will be used to refer to vowel nuclei 
with two or more qualities, defined by Miller as two or 
more •steady states•. None of these languages has 
phonemic tone. 
1°For a detailed discussion of the Brou vowel qual-
ities, with accompanying speotrogmms, see J. ~iller (to 
be published in Phonetioa). 
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long vowels, nine down-gliding vowels (two steady stat~, 
six up-gliding vowels (two steady states), and five 
vowels with three steady states. There is one additional. 
deviant vowel, giving a total of forty-one. The vowel 
systems can be illustrated thus: 
~: 
Basic Long Glided 
i u u ii uu u.u. ia ua ua 
§ CJ ... ,~ (1(j 60 0 
e a 0 ee a:4 00 
, , , 
a 0 aa 00 
Paelh: 
Basic Long Glided 
C , , 
1 u u. i u u ia ua ua 
3 & a ~ ~ '6 ea CJa oa 
' 
~ " e a 0 (j 
, , , 
e a 0 e a 0 
id.Ji: 
Basic Lo.ng Down-Glided 
1 , , u u i u u. ie \XO uo 
... a ~ e 0 § CJ 6 ia o4 ua 
, , 
e 0 e 0 oa ocS 00 
, 
f> a a lS 
Up-Glided Three Steady States Deviant 
•1 O'U ou. 1a lat L14 Vowel 
ei au OU. la cSa & 
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In all three of the orthographies, u, a, and 4 are 
used to represent central unrounded vowels. In Pao8h, 
the breve and circumflex marks ar.e used to represent 
vowels of the same height but differing tenseness: 
breve is used for tenseness, circumflex for laxness. 
High and low vowels in Pac8h do not have the tense/ 
J.a.x distinctions. 
The vowels of Proto-East•Xatu.io pattern somewhat 
similarly to those of Brou, although there are fewer 
vowels in the proto language. 
Prti!rii11t~xa1wa,.e: 
:Basic Long Glided 
i u u ii lt1.1 u.u ie,ia ua ua,Gu 
e cJ 0 i@ cJcJ 66 a.e,ia O'U ou,aa 
e l:t 0 ee 44 00 ~i,ea o4 0~ 
, , , 
a 0 aa 00 
At present it is impossible to reconstruct the 
nature of the glided vowels. It is probable that 
register {Henderson, 1952), which has been analyzed as 
a prosodic component of the vowels in Cambodian, Kuy 
{ a Ka,tuic language} , and several of the North Bah.naric 
languages, was also present in Proto-:East-Katu.ic. Reg-
ister, according to Smith {to be published in. L;Lpgqia• 
1!9..1.), is the contrast between tenseness and laxness. 
In some languages r41tgister is realized as breathiness 
vs. non-breathinesa, in others as laryngealization vs. 
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non•laryngealization, laryngealization corresponding 
to non-breatniness. 
Qorrespono,enoes 
The vowel reflexes show a great deal of allo-
phonic variation in the pro to language. The condi tio~ 
ing factors will be presented here with the summary 
of the reflexes. Parentheses indicate that only one 
example was found, hyphens that no example was found. 
Following is a summary o:f the vowel reflexes in closed 
syllables: 
l'roni vowels 
•i>B 1, P 1, Ke (and one each in X of~ and Ae) 
•S>B (e), P 3, Ke before *-h; {Bi, Pi, Ka before 
•-n); B ie, Pe, K (e) elsewhere 
, 1) , 
•e>B e,. e, Ke 
•i17B ·,Pi, K 11 after •s-,•c-; Bi, P 1; Ki elsewhere 
•ea~B ei, P ~,Ke before •-t,•-h,•-k; B t, Pe, K (e,11) 
elsewhere 
•ee>B ei, Pe, K aa before •-.ng; Be, P 6, K (ee) 
before •-h; B (a), Pe, Kee elsewhere 
•ie>B ia, P (ia), Kua. after •1-,•y-; B ei, Pia, K ii 
before •-1,•-w; Bia, Pia, K ii elsewhere 
•ia~B ia, Pia, Kia 
•ae,.B ea, Pea, K - after •s-; Bia, Pea, K - elsewc.-e 
•aa,.B la, P ea, IC ( w.) 
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•ea7B a, P .ea, Kia before •·s,•·r; B ei, Pea, Kia 
before •-1,•-t; B ei, Pe, Xia elsewhere 
•ti>B Ii, P 1, IC ia before •-r,•-1, or after •d-; B 11, 
PI, K 1 elsewhere 
Qe,atral Y9Yldrl 
•u~B 4, Pi, K 1 before •-j; Bu, Pt, K - before •-m; 
Bu, Pi, X 1 elsewhere 
•a~B i, Pi, Ka before •-1,•-n,•-~; Bu, Pu, X a 
elsewhere 
•4>B 4, P 8, X a before ... •-n; B 4, Pa, K (e) before 
•-y; B 4, Pa, X a elsewhere 
•a>B a, PI, K (e) before .... •·n, •-a; B a, P o, IC ( o) 
before •-w; Ba, Pa, X a elsewhere 
h 
•l.N~B u, P u, IC w after •t- ,•t ·,•r-; B O'U (au), P u, 
IC u elsewhere 
! 
•aa>B a, Pa, IC a before •-ns and alveopalatale; 
P 8, X aa elsewhere 
•U,B au, Pa, XU 
, Ba, 
•aa7B ia, Pa, IC aa after -.-,•r•,•l-,•m-, •j-; Ba, 
Pa, X aa elsewhere 
•ua.;,B oa, P 4, K ua 
•ctU~l3 O'U, P O, X U 
•o&>B oa, Pa, X a before stops or •-h; Ba, pa, X a 
elsewhere 
iuk vawela 




•o ~B o, ? o, K o before •-q, •-ng; B o, :P 8, I{ o before 
•-h, •-k 
•o>B 8, P 6, Ko before •-ng,•-h; Bu, P ~. K 6 else-
where 
•uu>B ua., Pu.a, K uu before •-k,•-ng,•-t; Bu, Pu, 
Ku elsewhere 
•68,.B "' p 6, K 66 o, 
•oo;,,B o, p o, Koo 
•o&,.B ua., p o, Koo 
•u.a>-B 8a, p ua, Kua before •-h, •-c; B ua, J? ua, K ua 
before •-s,•-j; B uo, J? ua, Kua. elsewhere 
•ou>B ou, P ~.Kua before •·s,•-y,•-q; Bou, P oa, 
Kua. elsewhere 
•ou>B 6u, P oa, Kua before •-1,•-n; B Oa, Pa, K (a) 
elsewhere 
•oa,.B ca, P oa, Kua 
•o~7B o~, J? o, X o before •-h,•-q,•-ng; B Ou, P ~.Ko 
elsewhere 
There is an unusual combination of changes be-
tween •o~ and •o. In Br6u., both phonemes split, giving 
four. In Ka.tu, both phonemes merged completely. But 
in J?ac8h, both phonemes split and merged with half 
of the other phoneme, giving two. Fig. 3 illustrates 











After the split between Ka.tu and Proto•Brou-
Fao6h, Brou retained the four-way contrast of Proto-
Br6u•Pac8h illustrated above. 
Fig. '+ shows the variuus shifts of 1.he front 
vowels in olvsed syllables. In B, •ee has made the 
most dramatic shifts, giving short and glided front 
vowels and a short central vowel. In K ·~and•~§ have 
made draiilatic shifts. •ee has short, long, and glided 
reflexes ranging from a high vowel to a low vowel. 
•! has front and central reflexes. 
Open syllables are much less common in East-Katuio 
than closed syllablee and there are only ten vowels in 
this P"~i tion. Notably there are no glides and no 
short/lung oontrasts in open syllal:>les. The inventory 










Fig. 4.--Chart of the front vowel reflexes in 
closed syllables. 
Brau. This is one less vowel (•d) than was reconstructed 
for the basic vowels in closed syllables. So for the 
open syllable there are: 
•/1 u u 
a , a 
e o 
a 6/ 




The lists of cognates for the vowels are shorter 
than the lists for the consonants so the full lists 
will be presented here, except for •a and •aa, which 
are very long. 
Closed Syllables 
Front vowels 














:.eaoeh ~ PEX 
chin chen •cin 
jit ~et/;it/ •jit 
chiik 
jlp/jup ~ep •jip 






h Kata has~ after •c. There is only one exam-
ple of Kie here, but this may be the normal reflex 
after non-alveopalatals. 
*i>j ~e)p ~ &K Ke befor! •-h ( , I, a before n) 































































•_keh 'short' keh 
*ii.,.I -1 ? i 1 K ii after •s-,."'.q-e Ip i, K {i} after •d-,•q-






































jarik • ciik ( a. from b ui'h) 
kabip •kabiip 
49 
English ~ PacfSb. K@:tu m 
'pig' alik alik ( adAl!k) -Jqadliik 
'cu.atom' rit rit --- •riit (rite) 
pill •piih 
'arrow poison' pih ---
•a month' ring(Bth) ring( 5th) --- •riing 
'fan' ratiq tartiq --- •tartiiq 
The loss of •l in K 'pig' disturbed the vowel 
reflex. 
•ee>B i;• P !(e){ Ke before ••t,•-h,•-k 
i i P a lf Ii} elsewhere 
'die' kucheit ch~t ohet •_ctet 
'pluck' pal~ih ( 1eh,peh} leh ,. __ 1:m&i 
'scabies' mp,ih mplh mpeh •mp@eh 
• to lead' --- t~k te~K •teek 
'pipes' {kill kh!n • _aen) 
'to lean' paching chacheng --- •_c!eng 
'short' 
---
ng-ip ~ep •_qGep 
For 'pipes' the initial stops are irregular so 
the words may not be true cognates. It is wiusual for 
•-n and •-ng to pattern together as a conditioning fac-
tor for vowel~ as would be the case if we consider the 






























( sm. j.) 
•1e2BB ;~i·'; l~a)A Kua after ••1-,•y-, not before •-w 















































































fria.h priah rain hard) ---
amiang ...... mamiing 
achiang achiang achiang 
apea..ug apiang ---
tamt!ang tumiang ---
--- kisiar kasiaq 
kh4al kiyial ---
viat viaq viaq 









•DIAng probably had •ia as Band :e have had changes 
in both consonants, obscuring the original vowel, whereas 
neither consonant changed in K. 
•ae~i ea, Pea, X • after •s-, 






















'chop up' rial treal{o. firewood) •trael 
{ chop in pieoea) 
•t,~i la,~,, K (ia,.) 
'roll up' pial peal pual 
52 
:eg11sh Br§u gao&h Ka.tu Di 
'bare field' taah teah --- •tlah 
'bat• as&ap aseap --- •qaslap 
I guard I kiaq keaq --- •k!aq 
'twist' tavtat tuveat --- •tu.wiat 
•il:?1 'i p eii Kia be~ore •-s,•-r, 
e ·· p I fia before *•l,••t, 
B !~1 Pe, x:Ii elsewhere 
'nine' talclh tikeas takiab •tikeas 
'root' rih reas riab •reab 
'fingernail' k:rih karreas kariah •kreas 
'swerve' vt1r vear aviar •wear 
'smooth' 
---
kutear katiar •ku.tear 
'an.u.s' 
---
lear rial •lear 
'hailstone' pareil pa.real parial •pa.real 
'cold• aangeit w;>.geat cbariat •qangeat 
'egg' tareil tireal karial •_real 






•·tooth' kaneing kineng .kal'liang •kineang 
'fat• nseing nseng nsia.ng •nseang 




veng aviang •veang 
' lime( fru.i t) ' cheing oheng 
---
•eeang 
'piece' mei.og lll8.Q.g 
---
•me1ang 






























•M>B ,, P ,1) 1 K 1 before •-j, 
























































•ct>i ta ~ la K ~ before •-1,•-n,•-j, 
B 111 p u. K cJ elsewhere 
'lie,sleep' blq biq each •eO'j 
'fat' n3n nin/nun •nan {fat pig} 




mp,.mg -pong •pong 
'tmmder•· krwn krwll grO'm •khram 
'squash' kaduk kaduk: kadO'k •kadO'k 
'breathe' tang(xh tanguh 
---
•tangO'h 
'repair' atuk at&k 
---
•qatok 
'many' klung klung 
---
*k.1C1ng 
'fat' plum plum 
---
•plO'll 
'bedbug' , nsuug •nsang nsung 
---
'sacrifice' tu:twc tuk 
---
•th/tO'k 
'thWllb' ngkum. ngk&m. 
---
•ngkO'Dl 
'woods' , trwg as.rung 
--- •-.;_r(Jng 
'wrestle' sarum. tarrum. •c; j/ a.arO'Dl 
'fan' apUk pUk 
---
•ph/pok 
••>1 I: PI; Ka before n, J a f £1~1!:;~~;e•-y, 
'snake' kusfn kue3n kasan •kus4.ii 
'shoot• p4n pin .. •p4.n pan 
'moon' maa1 k1aa1 lease •kisaly 
'oorreot' kr41 krai 
---
•kr4y 
'full (of food} 'padi aa1 
---
•_sl.y 














































Because of the shifts in the initial and final 
stops, the vowel reflexes for 'full' have also shifted, 
but 'full' probably belongs here: B po4n, l? p4n, K bing. 
There are two words with B 4 and P 4 which may 
belong here,' but the conditioning is not clear: 'only' 
B sling, J? s4ng; 'strong, fast (wind or water)' B h.4p, 
)? h4p. 
•a>I t: p ': t ~r> before •-n,•-s, P ~ (e before •-w, 
B a·, P a, K a elsewhere 
'strong' ban bl.ii/ban 
--- •b/ean 
' ja.ckfrui t' I panlh/pa.nas paneh •panas panas 
'red' kusau kuso 
---
•k\lsaw 
'dream• , , •mpaw mpaw mpo mpo 
I day' ta.ngai ingai tangai •_nga.y 
'bamboo spru\lts'abang a.bang altang •qa-.ang 
'woman,female' lean ka.n -ka.n •kan 
56 
Epgl,ish Broµ J?ao8h ~ ~ 
'bite' kap kap ka.p •leap 
'mortar' tapal tupal tapal •tupal 
, , 
vaq •vaq 
'borrow' vaq vaq 
'classifier for .nagjnoaq na.q nak •nakh 
people' 
tapah pah -pah •pah 'slap' 
!here are eighteen more regular examples of •a 
reflexes. 
h 
•ttt1>j u, Pg, K ;gu before •t-,•t -,•r-, 
i QlC, F u, Ku. elsewhere 
'to root' tuk: tuk tttllk. •tUUlt 
'beat drums' --- tung d~l[ •thuung 
'woods' arus aras --- •qarm1.s 
'tobacco' hctut hut 
---
•huut 
'shallow' nd'1\il pidUl --- •_d/tiuuJ. 
'finished' noum num. 
---
•n"l.tUDl 
'foot' ayctUng ajung yung •qa_uung 
•teach' (ataung) aohung paohung •_uung 
•qg>I g: p i: t fg~ before •-ng and alveopalatals, p t;;J) elsewhere 





kapO'j kapO'j •k.apoa_ 




'know' kai kO'i 
---
•kctc!y 
'lose' 1&p l8p 
---
•lc:,O'p 
'open' p&h p8h pe1C1h •pctC1h 
57 
*4'.>i att1 p o. KU 
jpglish ~ Pa,e8A Katu PEX 
- -
'five' .saung s6.n,g alit4ng •sahg 
'leech' plaum plOm. pl4atm •pll!S.m 
'heel' kanda'\tl kand6l --- •ka.nd44l 
'swallow' ( lltn) 16n 144n •lal'JA/lcrun 
'begin' --- ntOp t4ap •_tup/ 
tCNp 
-
•u>I ii.la P 1, X aa after •w-,•r-,•1-,•m-,•j-(aee below) Ba, p a, X aa elsewhere 
'aou.l' raviai rva.1 ravaa.i •rawaay 
'wash' ariau rau araau •qaraaw 
'able' . riap rap 
---
•raap 
'yarn, thread' pariai pa.rai 
_,._ 
•paraay 
'unroll liai lai 
---
•laay ( unwind) 
1rrhiAo.oe:~\IS' ramias rmas 
---
•ramaas 
'spirit' yiang yang ;aang •jaang 
'palm,sole' talang tallang pala.aag •lapaang 
'roof beam• prang prans rraang •praa.ng 
to surround) 
'widowed' kumai kawui kamaai •kwaaay 
'bone' nghang ngbang nghaang •nghaang 
'blood' abam a.ham ahaam •qahaam 
'weave' tan/cian tan ta.an •ta.an 
'bowl' tangan tingan pa.ng&aaH.K •p/ti DB841,n 
'yawn' aa•ap ng-ap ha•aap •ha.ngqaap 
'knife' dau da\l daau •daaw 




There are twenty-seven more examples of Ba, Pa, 
K aa. 
The oognates with Bia, Pa, K aa are difficl.llt 
to assign. There is no clear contrast, but conditioning, 
if present, is complicated. If Bia follows *WT •r·, 
•1-, •m-,•j- only when there is no consonant olu.ster, 
then we must reconstruct •mm for 'widowed' (P was previous-
ly assumed to have the -n- inf'ix). An alternative 
solution would be to reconstruct •y for the words with 
Bia. Then we would bave 'soul' •rawya.ay, •wash' •q.ax-yaaw, 
'spirit' • jyaa.ng, 'unroll' •lyay, 'yarn' .paryaay, 'rhin-
•va>i oa, P 4, .K ll& 
'right 
































•0&•1 :a, pa, 3 a before stops or •-h, . 
1 i a, Ka elsewhere 
IP,gli&h kb Pae§h XS:tu. PEX 
'eye' moat mat mat •mo4t 
'stink' noaq , nnaq ( .nnaq) •nnoaq 













•pro4q proaq _praq 
---
'split' ploah J.a.h blahHK •_1oah ( s. bamboo) 







'roost' --- trang -tra.ng •troang 
'braid,plait' klan klan palan •kloaii 
illi; J:9!11• 
·~>f ~. P ~Kg before velars, 
~o, P · 1 Ku elsewhere 
•-h,•-q, 
'pus' 
, piA(mg •pinung panlUlg panung 
'run,go away• luh luh luhHK •luh 
• deaf' tung t(mg tung •tung 
'hole, trap' pr(mg , prung prung •prung 
'stomach' , pung pallung palung •phung 
'waterfall' saruh a.chub ajuh •qachuh 
'mud.' l..u;q al4.t 
---
•_luq 
'oalam.ity' , , rung rung 
---
•rung· 




!SN!li&h kb lat§h Kaju m 
'fog• taluk taluk 
---
•tu.lu.k. 
'pot' , , •pung pu.ng pung 




'shrimp' asuom as15m 
---
•qasum 
'stand' yuor 7ir --- •yur 
'steal' tuoj t~j 
---
•tuj 
'anteater' payuol y~l 
--- *Jul 
•i•t·!;: §AX o after •dr-,•b-, ; P , K § elsewhere 
'hollowed out' t&k t8ng drong •dr8 
-
'roast' b6h(burn b8h boh •b6h 
off hair) 
'alive' taaoong tum8ng ma.mOng •tumOng 
'mosquito• rayoong ray8ng ray6ng •rayOn.g 
• clap' tamprooh tamprtsh 
---
•ta.mpr8h 
'pour' rooh tr&h •r6h 
'bark{dog)' krooh ltr8h 
---
•krCh 
'grandfather• avooq avtsq {abllap) •qavOq 
*i>I ~. ;f ~ I X o before •-h, •-k, i Qa P 01 IC o before •-q,•-ng 
'breast' toh t8h toh •toh 
'to plant' ohoh oh8h choh •ooh 
'hair' aok a8k aok •sok 
'brain' abok a.b8k 
---
•qabok 

















•o>B !: ~ s: Kx o{o) before •-ng,•-h, 




































•ua,B ua, P 'W\!. K µu before •-ng,•-k,•-t, 
i u, Pu, Xu elsewhere 



































































In the reflexes for 'wipe' P has an unu.sual conso-











'to name' (d~q) 
'play stringed ot 
instrument' 
'bee' krot 
'harvest rice' sot 
'termite' kum.ot 
'hoof' kachop 























goOng •- 00.ng 
ch($0m •cOOm 
( b. bone) 
hoong/ •hoong 
h99ng h 
boong •_p oong 















iD1ii1a Br§\1 Pac&h xatu. PEX -
'salt' boi boi (bobHX) •booy 
'betel' troi troi --- •trooy 
'plant rice' --- choi cbooi •cooy 
'guest' tamoi '.l;ammoi ta.mo&1 •tamooy 
'edge' tor tor -toor •toor ( shore) 
'turtle' akop koop •koop 
oj , , 'thin' oj oocb •qQO.J 
'spear' kos kos kooa'HX/ •koos 
koa 
,, B 
•gs;a>_ uaa p 01 K ,, 12 
'gong' kuang kong 
, , goong •khoong 
'tree' aluang along nloon.g • 160.ng 
-
'liver' luam lom loom •loom 
'eight' takual tikol takoor •t1k&o1 
'drink' nguaj ngoj --- •ngooj 
'fly' ruai riroi rarooi 
. , , . 
•roo7 
'intestines' ruaj roj 
---
•rooj 




'animal trail' kluang klong k , , 
---
• loong 
*Y!!>B =: I uo P '1: X f' before •-h,•-j, PC )i µa before •-s,_, Pua -- elsewhere 
'potmd over again'--- truah ohruah •oruah 
'diarrhea' saroah taruah darua.oh •darua_ 
'dig' ohOaj uach • ua. 
- J 
'gran~ther' achuas achu.aa achuas •gacuas (grt.grd.fa.) ! 
64 
Epg:Lish ~ 
























































kapoat kapuat •ltapout 
(hold inf.) {squeeze) 
---
dous 












•ou never ocours before •-ng,•-m, whereas •OO 
only ooours in those environments. However, as the 








F oa, K (ua) before •-1,•-n, pa, K (a) elsewhere (tentatively aasign~d 
here) 















Either the •oo reflexes or the B .&., P a, K a 
reflexes could fit here. The reflexes matching B Ba 
were chosen becau.se at least B reflects a glided vowel, 
whereas the •60 reflexes have no glided vowels (BO, 
P 6, K 60). 
•§a> P oa, K ~ 
'sand' choah ohoah suah 
'hat' d6an doan duan 
•termite' ku.mOar kam.oar kamuar 
'legend' .. nsoar nsoar 
---
'a scratch' rl.Sat/ tarloat 
---
ral&t 
'bull elephant' kc5ang koang 
---
*oJbB s~: P o: K o before •-h,~q ,•-ng, B _u._ P ~- X o elsewhere 
'eat with hands' mo<Sk , mok moq 
'sky' palo?Sng plong 
---
'frog' aroc5q aroq agok 
'burn' rotsh roh ~oh 
'cow' 




























'back of knife' kOur 
'pick lice• b6uj 















































There is a list of cognates with regular correspon-
dences in B aad P, but beoa~se the X vowels are diffezent 
in each case, they have not :beeii,· .treated as. reglll.ar 
reflexes of a proto vowel: 
'house' dSng 
'in' klbng 
'large bamboo' abSng 
'rotten wood' ab6k 





















There are fourteen words for which the proto vowel 
is indeterminate beoa~se the K cognates are missing. 
!rhey have Bo, Po, and have been tentatively assigned 
Open Syllables 
There are very few proto vowels in open syllables 
in comparison with those ill closed syllables. However, 
.o:p en syllables are very rare so the reflexes are 













The vowel in B sap4i shifted following the conso• 
nant shift. There is no explanation for the i in K tadi. 
•§>I•: l? e: X (e) after •n-,•c-, 
_ i_ P ;_Ke elsewhere 
'great grand- ach& 
child' 
'round object' pani 
'lose• pi 
'shake grain' ---




























•11>1 gu P J1 X (u) 
•a tiae • ohO'U chu chu. •cu 
'rem.ember' aairJU/ ayu --- •hayu 
aa7(1ll 
•qadu 'knife basket• ad(N adu ---
•a>-i au 1 P 8 1 K • 
'head' plaU plo 
---
•pl4· 
•tomorrow' parnau parn8 --- •parl:14 
•a,B a, Pa, Ka 
'eat• cba Oba cha •ca 
'food' sana tanna chana •can.a 
t thin I kada kid.a (kadaq) •kida 




11 ,roaa.• ran.a karna 
---
•karna 
•u.>B u., p u, K u. 
•owe• tu tu. tu. •tu. 
'-sit 




'umbrella' ru. ru. ( du.) •ru. 
(VB du) 
•§)B ( !i2' p ~. i §. 
'return' aohu. oh~ chO •co 
'roll down• 
---
lul~ pala •16 
69 
•g,1 ih P Sh i 0 
11,~a.lb 1£Qi i,lcla ~ iii 
'dog' aoho aoho achoHX •qaoo 
'roof' aarpo f~oofing} 
mpo •po 
'good' ·o 0 --- •qo 
•set trap' to to 
---
•to 
'snail' lclo klo 
---
•klo 







•1>i Sh Sh 0 
'year' ku:mo kumoHP kamo •kwao 
'unhusked rice' aaro tro haroHX •haro 
1he words under •o with no cognates in X coru.d 
be either •o or 
, 
•o. They ha~e tentatively been 
assigned to •o. 
OBA.Pt.BR IV 
COG~!E LISfS AID BBCOIS!RUO!IOIS 
!his cbapter is a listing of all the probaDle 
cognates baaed on reglllarity of the initial aad final 
consonants of the main syllable. !here are over 650 
sets. 
Of these aets, 300 bave cognates in all three 
languages. When 'the.re are only two cognates tl).87 are 
aoat frequently from Br8u. and Pao8h •. !his is to be 
expected as "they are more closely related to eaeb 
other than either is to·latu.. 
Only 450 sets we~e found for which there was 
reasonable assurance concerning the proto vowel. !his 
ia approximately three-fourths of the total nwaber 
of cognates. 
In the listing which follows, unreconstructed 
iteas (oonaonaats, vowels, or pre-syllables) are 
noted with an underlined blank apace. Probable, but 
still problematical, reconstructions are indicated 
by capital letters. 
70 
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iP111,a kb Paola Kat9r ~ 
le 'a'bl8 I riap rap --- •raap 
2. 'able' ohoaa ob.Am ohoom •o_m 
3. 'adultery' --- ta-piang tapi~ •tapieng 
4.'alive' tamoong tum'&ng :mamOng •tua6ng 




7. • armspan • achoan.g --- chua.ng •c_ng 
a. •arrow' sarah tarah chara.h •carah 
9. •arrowhead• sarl£ap tarkap --- •c/ j/ darkaap 
10. •ashes' b&h a'b&h --- •b/~_h 
ll. •ask' seiq seq --- •aeaq 
12. 'ask' bl&h plbh --- •bl_h 
13. •ax• ach4t acha.t --- •qao4t 
14. 'bachelor' tatoam --- taaua.m •ta4uam 
krong 
(man) 
15. 'back' ltloong --- •.lt_ng 
16 • ' backwards• pal&t pl~t •plOt 
17. •a kind of a'b&ng abtmg aeung •qa•_ng 
bamboo• 
18. 'bamboo abang al>ang aeang •qaean.g 
sprouts• 
19. 'banana' priat 
---
priiq •priet 
20. 'banana mpong apong boong h •_p oong 
blossom• ( flower) 
21.'bark(dog)' krooh kr8h 
---
•krOh 
22. 'bark{ tree) • nd&h ndohHP ndoh •nd_h 




24.'baeket(back)'aohoj achu.i/ achUi/ •qac_j 
achij Chui 




11,iis kb Pael)i l@:Su. PBX 
26. 'bathe' --- h~m hem •hOm 
27. 'beak' ra\llh tar'Doh --- •t/carboh 
28. 'bean' ea.tong ato.ng atuang •at~ 
- -
29. 'beat( drum) ' 
---
tting dllling •thlN.rlg 
. 
30. 'beat( drum) ' tan(hit) toan tong •t_ng 
31. 'bed' kach<1ng kichdng 
---
•kiche1e1.ng 
32. 'ltedbQg' naung_ aamig(tiok)--- •nse1ng 
33. 'bee' kheal kiyial 
---
•kiyial 
34.'bee' krot karrot karoot •kroot 
35. ''begin' 
---
ntep Wp • "'4" 
- p 
36 • 'mehind' ntun ta.tun ntun(next)•tantuun 
37. 'bell' ariu rlu riu. • r w 
--
38. ~·l)ell' rl8ng karl~ng 
---
•ll:arl_ng 
39. 'bend' deh ~. 
---
•d/a_a 
40. 'bend' kut k~t kot •kOt 




42.'betel leaf' labaq labaq abaaq •labaaq 
43.'betel .nut' panang 
--- pa.Dllallg •pano!ng 
44. 'betel leaf' taruj turuj 
---
•turuuj 
45. ''big' put pu:t 
---
•p_t 
46. 'bird' ob.ba 
---
achim •c_m. 
47. 'a bird' 
---
a-u.t ka-uutmc •kaqUUt 
48.''bite' kap kap ltap •kap 
49. 'bitter• ntang ataag atang •qatang 
50. 'black' kOum. k~DL 
--- •kolm 
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51. 'alaie' pl.a pla pl.a •pla 
52. 'bl:Lnlc' k®eh ltapllh gableh •kh bllh 
-
53. 'bloo4' ahall aham abaam •qahaall 
54. 'blow' phit phlt --- • _t 
55.'alow(instr~- plons plong plong •plo.ng 
ment)' 
56·. 'boat' tuolt tuak --- •tuak 
57. 'body' --- obaq •chak •cak 
58. 'to 'boil' &p 
, 
ap ap •q_p 
59. 'bone' ngbang ngbang nghaan.g •ngbaug 
60. 'borrow• 
, vaq vaq •vaq "t'&q 
61. 'bow head• 
---
kip k'' oop •kOOp 
62. 'bowl• tangan t1Jl8&A pangaanHX •p/ti.Dgaan 
6 3. •bracelet' kbg lcong kong •Jteng 
64. 'braid' kl.an klan pa1an •kloai 
65. 'brain' a~ok. ablk/abuaq e8q •qabok/ 
66.!branoh' 
( crown) qae_q 
abeing abeng •baan.g •·beeng 
-
67. •break' ta-lh ta-oh/ti-oh--- •taqoh ( string) 
68. 'break' · takoas tak4s/tilata--- •taltUas 
69. 'breast' 
---
chem (o~ oh.06m •o68m 
animal) (b.bone) 
70.'breast' t&h tlh toh •toh 
71. 'breathe• . tang(ih tang&h 
---
•tangcth 
72. •bridge• kaabong -ponr 
, , 
•POOn.g poong ( edge of hoWJe 
73.'b:rother amiaag -,~,. Jia.llliil'lg •mamieng 
' (wo~apkg.)' 
74. 'buffalo' tar1ak ti:riaq tariiq •tiriek 
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76. 'burn' kat kat --- •kat 
77. 'burn' rolh roh (b. -roh •ro'&h (~ by fire) h0\188) 
78. 'bury' -tup t,ip t4p •ttfp 
79. 'buy' --- ld.l kctl *ltO'l (barter) 
eo.•oalamity• 
, 
rung •rung rung .... 
Bl.' calf of leg• nluang talus.ng/ chaluung •_lu.UD8 kluang 
82.'candle' tian tean --- •taen 
8 3. 'carry over doul doal aual •aou.l 
sho\lld•r' baq 84.'oarry peq baq •BAq 
piggyback' 
kliau •kliew 85.'carry at kleiu 
•1st' 
•pho4k 86.'carry from poak --- bak 
shoulder• 




1at lat 88.'castrate' bluat •blAt 
89.'catch' koup kop koop •kOOp 
90. 'cave• kl1p kttp gCJCJp •khOOp 
91. •centipede• ka.lhlip lea.hip kahip •ltalh&ep 
92.'ohaff' sa.kam akam 
---
•hakaam 







96. 'chest' apoum. apOm 
---
•qap_m 
97. 'chew' bum. buam 
---
•b_m 
98. 'chicken' ntr11oi ntruai 
---
•ntruay 
99.'ohiet' arias arias 
---
•qaries 
100.'ohild' akai akai 
--- •qaka.y 
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101.'ohoke on hok hoq kaho1t • hOOlt 
-food' 
•qoul 10.l. 'choke' oul oal ---




Jail kual •k:Ual 
10·5. 'chop up' rial treal --- •trael 
106. 'ohop' po&;j p&;j --- •p_j 
107.'to circle' Tiel vir vial •v_l viir 
l08~'civet' sapiak tu.piaq --- •~/dupiek 
109.'clap' tamprooh tam.prob --- •tamproh 
110.'classifier ploah pl.ah --- •plo«h 
for sheets' 
lll. 'olaas. for lam lam --- •lam 
thing&' 
naq/noaq 112.'claas. for naq .nak: •nak 
people' 
talHP 113.'to- clear tal katO'l • taal 
land' -
114.'cloee mouth'••• kabip kabipHIC •kabiip· 
115.'coffin' 
---
tarang taraang •taraang 
116. • colcl' eaapit nngeat 
---
•oangeat 
117. 'oomb' nohik kaohik ;jarik •_ohiik 
11a. 1 cook in h6ur h~r hor •ho~r 
bamboo' 
119.'cook rice' doui d~i 
---
•dou.Y 
120.'cook rice• .... chin chen •oin 
121.'cooked,aoft'la•ouh --- p&•oh •_q_h 
122.'correot' kriti krai 
---
•kray 
123.'coun.t• ngih ngeas 
---
•ns_e 
124.·' cover' lup 
---
daluap •dal_p 
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a tam/ akam. a ta.am •qataam. 
128. •crack' char --- ohar •oar 
129. • orop,craw' plie:m peam 'biam •phl_m 
130.'create' 
---
vas vas •waas 
131. 'crossbow' taalang tWlliang 
---
•tumiang 
132.'orow,raven' k.a•ak a-aq a-aak .. ka,-aak 
133. •crowd' 
---
chong trong •orong 
134. •cry• niam ... niam niim •iiiem 
135.'custom• rit rit 
---
•riit ( religious rite) 
136. 'cut' k:akut ku.t 
---
• k t ( c. meat) - -
137. 'cu.t• sat sa~p srat •srat 
138.•cut,alaah' reh reh 
-.reeh 
, .. 
treh 139. 'out brush' treh treh •treh ( slit animal) 
140.'cut throat• kiak keak 
--- •kaek 




--- -mai mamaai •maay in-law• 
ingaiHP 143.'day' tanga.1 tangai •_ngay 
144.'dead,die' ku.ch@i t oh~t,( ohet •_c@et 
kucblt 
145. 'deaf' tu.ng tung tung •tung 
146. 'deer p6s poae 
---
•p_s (barking)' 
147. 'dense' lOng(hard)leng(hard)haleng · •_lJlg 
148.'diarrhea' (heavy) sarOah taruah daruach •darua_ 
149~ 'dig' chOaj 
--- u.ach •_u.aj 
150.'dig up body'--- lOq rok •L_k 
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151.'dig hole' p!.q piq --- •piq 
152. 'dip into' t&q tltuq --- •t_q 
153.' dip 01.1t' --- jit ;1 t/~et •jit 
154.'dirty,bad' nap niicSp 
.. 
•.n.Op ncJdp 
155.'divide' tapeiq/ plq. --- •_p_q 
tampeiq 
achoHX 156.'dog' acho acho •qaco 
157. • door' --- 118n.g -long • 1 ng - -
158. 'dream' 
, 
mpoH.P , •mpaw ll.p&.l.1 mpo 
-· 
•ngooj 159.'drink' nguaj ngoj ---
160.'drink,smell'hlit ahet hoch "'h C 
- -
161. I drum' sakdr ak:ur chagdr •cakhOr 
162. 'drunk' b6u.l b~l bo1 •bo~l 
163.'dry' tiang tiang --- •tieng 
164. 'd1.1ck' atia ata ada h •qat _ 
165.'dull' pial pol --- •p_l 
166.'ear' ku.tOur katl>r kator •k1.1tocSr 
167. 'earth' ku.teiq k1.1tiak/ katiak •k1.1teal(1 
ku.teak/k1.1teq 
168. •easy' len lan 
---
•l_n 
169. 'eat• cha cha ob.a •ca. 
170. 'eat' roam paam (eat bom{"b:trmitea)•ph m Stu.ff mo1.1th)(everything) -
171. 'eat in mo~k , , moq mok •mo~k 
hands' 
172. 'edge' tor tor -toor •toor 
173.'egg' ta.rail tireal karial •_real 
174.'eight' takual tikol takool •t1k&o1 
17.5. 'elbow' kutkeing/ talkeng takiang •ta.lkeang 
lakeing 
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176.'elepb.ant' ach4ang achiang aohiang •qaoiang, 
177. 'elephant k6ang koang 
---
•k6ang 
( bull) I 
kbam .kbam kham •_am 178. 'enough' 
179.'enter' mut m~t mot •mot 
1Su.•epidemic' m.prds mpr<1s 
---
•mpr<1<1s 
181.'escape' raklah kl.ah 
---
•_klah 
182. 'evil' bap baf ---·- •baap (~ortunate 
•padoh 183.'explode' pad&h . padoh/ patoh 
pidoh 




ch~s cheh •c_s 
186. 'eye' moat mat mat •mo4t 
187. 'eyebrow' akoh 
---
ak6h •qakOh 
188.'eyelash/lid'akar nk:~r ak<1r • k r 
- -
189. 'fall' dam dum. 
---
•d/a_m 
190.'fall,drop' satrooh tr<1ah/trah/--- • tr h 
troh - -
191.'fan' ratiq tartiq •t/cartiiq 
192.'fan' apUlt pUk 
---
•_ph/pe1k 
193. 'far' ydng y6ng , pa.yang *J_ng 
194.•fast,strong'h4p h4p 
--- •http 
195.'fasten' kal nkal ..... •_kal 
196. 'fat' nseing neeng nsiang •nseang 
197 • I fat t plum plum 
--- •plam 
198. 'fat' nan nin(f.pig)--- •nan 
199. 'father' kOun(male)k~ii akon •qak_n 
200.'field(open) 'tiah teah 
-- - •tGah 
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201.'field(rioe) •sara.1 (padAi) hare •hare 
202.'finger ndoi(index ndoi ,&01 •ndooy (little)' finger) 
katoq •_at_q 203.'fingerprint•at&q 
---
204. 'finished' naum num 
---
•n.l.Nm 
205.'fire' 6us us OS •q_a 
206.'fireplaoe' tapeh t1.1peh tapeh •t\lpeh (iron stand) 
207. 'fish' seaq seaq 
---
•aaeq 
208.'fist' k\lpout ka.poat kapuat •kapout (hold inf.) (squeeze) 
209. 'five• · saung sang sdang •d4ng 
210.'fla.me' ang ang aang •qaang 
211. 'flint' pri,al preal 
--· 
•prael 




213.'flow' hoi hoi -h&o1 •hooy 
214.'flower' piar piar 
---
•pier 
215.'to fly' p4r par par •par 
216. 'a fly' ruai riroi rarooi •rooy 
217.'fog' talwc tuluk 
---
•tulu.k 
218. 'fold' peh peh 
---
•peh 
219. 'follow' tapun tapun tapuun •tapuun 
220.'follow' 
---
veng aviang •weang 
221.'food' sana tanna. ohana •cana 
222. 'foot' aycnm.g ajung Jung •qa_U\tng 
223. •footprint' 1um lam 
--- •lum 
224. 'forgive' aklah talah 
--- • lah 
-
225. 'four' poun poan puan •pou.n 
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226 • ' friend• y<lrl. ylu --- •y/j_ 
227. 'frog' aro~q 
, 
agok •qa_o-ok'1 aroq · 
228.'frog' kuat akuat kuut •qakuut 
229.'fron.t {of --- adup pa.top •-a~ 
boq)' 
230.'full' poln p&n/ban bing •phai 
231.'full' pa.di aa.1 --- •_aay 
232.•,-a• tiih tlh 
---
•t41h 
233.'gin.ger• aaai asai as4s *'laa_s 
234. • give' youn. j~n aong • _n.g 
.235.'go out• lolh 
---
luhHKtl: •l h 
-g:J.uh 
•pad.Jc 236.•goiter' padok padoq pad, 
237. 'gong• lcuang koll& 
,JOO 
•khoong goong 
238. 'good' 0 0 
---
•qo 
239. 'gourd' aluoi 
---
alui •qallq' 
240 •. ' gran.dfa ther • aohuas aohuas achuas •qacuas 
241.'grandfather•avooq adq {abuap) •qav6q 
242. 'grass ' alk sale 
---
•s_k 
243.'grasahopper'abreit arlit arit •qa.Brtet 
244. •grave' ping pi.ng ping •piing 
245.'grt.grd. chi ache ache •ca 
child' 
•haphi . 246. • ,u-eens ' sap&i api bab41 
247.'grey haired'pluak pluaq pluuk: •pluuk 
248. 'grow• hon hon 
---
•hoon 
249. 'growl• kri lcring 
---
•lcriliG 
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251.'guard' klaq keaq --- •k&aq 
252. 'guest' taaoi tammoi tallQoi •tamooy 
253. 'hailstone' pareil pareal parial •pa.real 
254. 'hair' sok s8k sok •sok 
255. 'half' tadii tadi tadi •tadi 
256. 'band' atii ati t4i •ti 
257. 'hand of talah tallah •tal_ah 
b&ll&D.&B' 
a'ba.k 258 • 1 hang Ul) 1 --- ka.bak • abak 
-
259. 'ha.rd• koang k4ng la!ng •lcUang ( thick) 
260. 'harvest sot sot soot •soot 
rice' 
261. I hat' muok muak 
---
•muak 
262. 'hat• dOan doan duan •d&an 
263. 'batah' cheh cheh cheeh •oeeh 
(slit open) 
264. 'have' be1Un ab8n b44n •bO'Un 
265. 'head• plaU plO 
---
•pla 
266 • • heal over 1 
---
yiah/jiah yuah •yieh 
267. 'heavy' nt4ng ntang 
---
•ntang 
268. 'heel' ka.ndaUl kandOl 
---
•kanda41 
269. 'hiccough' sa-8q a-aq ha-O'k •haq_kh 





avii aving •qawun 
272.'hold' aylq kajiq ka;aaq/ •kaj_q 





274. 'hold( in kubum kubiSm kabom •ku.bom 
mouth)' 
275. 'hole' , , prung prung prung •prung 
a~ 
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276. 'hollowed tak t&ng drong •dr6 
-011t' 
mitt ( gall mi t( 'bile} mit •mttt 277. 'honey' 
bl.adder) 
278. 'hoof' kachop kanohop aakoop •ltancoop 
279. •·110.1' .ngchool kanchol kaohOlBX • ..... c_l 
280.'horn,anGler'takoi tankoi ta~i •ta_khJ 
281. 'horse' aaeh aaeh aseh •qaseh 
282. 'hot' heir a.ha.q/abar haaq •hA.r/hAq ( tasting) 
•kitaw 283. 'hot' kutau ki tau ---
284. 'house ' dbng dung dong •d_ng 
285. 'hug ra1caau tarkeu ka•o •tark_w 
286. 'hundred' kul.am ku.l.am ' *kulam 
---
287 • 'husband' kayak kay4q kayiik •kay_k 
288. 'in' k1Sng kallung kaloong •kl_ng 
289. 'in-law' li allh 
--- •l-iBh 
290.'inju.ry' chOul ch~l 
---
•co~l 
291.'wind in.stru- tarlal tir¥l tareel •tir_l 
ment' 
292.'intestines' ruaj roj -... - •rooj 
293.'iron' tak taq 
---
•taak 
294. 'itch' nsoj asoj 
---
•_sooj 




oheq cheeq •ceeq 
297. 'j·aw' tabang tabang tabaang •tabaang 
298. 'kick' kachih kichih 
---
•kicih 




300.'kiss,sniff' h6un hwi/h8n huii •h_n 
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301. 'knee' rak&l tarkll takol •tark_l 
302.'kn.ife' achau aohiu --- •qac_ 
303.'knife' dau dau. daau •daaw 
304.'knife back' kOur kl>r --- •ko~r 
)05. 'mow• kO'i kO'i 
---
•ke1ay 
306 • I late' saliaq tulia 
---
•Oulieq 
307 • ' laU&b,' kaohang ka.chang kachang •kaca.ng 
308. 'to lead' 
---
tile teit11X •t80k 
.. 
309.'lea.u' pach3ng cbaoh8.ng --- •_cttng 
310.'leeoh' plaum pl6m pl.44m •pl&4m 




312.'lie,sleep' blq biq bO'oh •'bO'j 
313.'lie on back'lalia.ng laliang lalaang •lalilng 
314.'light,blaze'ang ang aang •qaang 




316. 'light ngheil nghial hangiil •nghiel 
weight' 
317.'lime (fruit)'cheing oheng 
---
•eeang 
318.'lime• kup6r kap~r 
---
•k_p_r 
319. 'lip' tami&r tamb!r bi.ntr •tamb_r 
320.'little,few• bliq beaq mbuj •b_q 
321.'liver' luam lom loom •loom 
322. 'lizard' rakot tarkot 
--- •t/oarkot 
32.3. 'lizard• koui koai .ngkuai •ngkouy 
324.'loft' sar\tng tarrung 
---
•Car\t\:lng 
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326. 'lose' ldp l8p --- •loO'p 
327. 'lose' pi pG --- •pa 
326. 'lo\lSe' nchli nohl nchai •nc_ 
329. 'lou.se' ntr8n ntrln taran •tanran 
330. ' louse' ku.pet kapeat(tick)·-- •kip_t 
331.'love' 
---
lang ohlS:ng •_l_ng 
332. 'lungs' s&h soh soh •soh 
333.'maggots' mpang mpang mpaang •mpa.ang 
334.'aagic power'·-- kun gun •khu.un 
335. 'male animal'tangkah ta.nkah 
---
•tang.kah 
336. •man' takong tankong 
---
• kong ( single) (married) -
3 37 • 'mango' priel pr41 
---
•p:tal 
338. 'many• kltmg klung 
---
•kldng 
339. 'many' bong bO?li 
--- •b/eong 
340 •. •meat' dj saoh/slch --- •s4J 
341. 'medicine' rah.du tarhau .... •Carb4w 
342. 'meet' tamoh tamuh 
---
•tam_h (find) 
343. 'middle' , mpung mpung •pong •mpang 
344.'mildew' pahoq paroq 
---
•pahrooq 
345. 'mix' talOk tarluk •luk •tarl_k 
346. 'a month' ring(Bth) ring( 5th) 
---
•riing 
347. 'month-7th' ro~ng rong 
---
•r_ng 
348. 'moon' k:aai1 kisai lease •kiSlty 
349. 'moonlight' rliang 
---
baruang •_ieng 
350. 'mortar' tapal tupa.l tapal •tu.pal 
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351. •m.osqu.1 to' rayoong ra78ng rayong •rayOng 
352. 'mother• 
---
a-i a-ai •qaq_ 




354.•mountain' k&h k&h 
---
•k_h 
355. • mou.th' boaq boap boop •bJ 
356. 'mud• lu.q alu.q 
---
• _luq 
3 57. 'muddy' tak4l tilil takal •tikitl 
358. 'mushroom• triaq tria tri •trieq 
359. ·1 .aail- krfh karreas ltariah •kreas 
finger,toe1 
-l~h 360. 'naked' lou lOh •l_h 
361. •name• d~q doq dook •dOOkh 
362.'na.vel' 
---
ptsn puu.n •p_n 
363. 'neck' takong tikong 
---
•tik_ng 
364. •necklaoe' sUo'ng aua.ne; 
---
•s_ng 
365. •needle' sarum tarwn jarum •jar_m 
366. 'nephew' ram.on amon 
---
•_moon 
367. 'nest• souh 
---
saruh •sr_h 
368. 'net' pan4ng pi.nang 
---
•pin4ng 
369. 'net' aliaj 
---
-laj •laJ 
370. 'new• tamai ta.mmeHP tame •tame 
371. • next' ntin tatunHP ntun tant_n 
· 372. 'nine• taklh tikeas takiah •tikeas 
373. 'noisy' ng&i ns'1 
---
•ng_y 
374. 'noon' to4ng 
--- dang •th_ng 
375. 'nose' DlWl mih moh •moh. 
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376. 'odor .. bad' --- cb.ing ohiing •ciing 
377. 'odor of song song --- •soong 
urine' 
378. 'old' tiaq tiaq ti •tieq 
379.' one' muoi m~i muiHK •muy 
380· 'only' sang sang --- •stn.g 
381.'open' p&h p8h pC10'h •po'O'h 
382. 'open' ka.ha (mouth) 
kah6q -huaq •kah_q 
383.'otter' phei pib4y •pih_ 
384. 'outside' tiah taltiah •_tieb 
385.'owe' .tu tu 
---
•t/thu 
386. 'palm, sole' talang tallang palaang •lapaang 
387. 'papaya ahbng pa.hang 
---
•_h_ng 
388. 'pass by' luat luat luut/loot •lu.a.t 
389.'patch' --- kup&l bual • h 1 J> -
390. 'peel' siil all aial •aee1 
391. 'peel' 1oat loat 
---
•l_t 




•nthr_ 39 3. 'pestle' ntri ntrai ndre 
394.'pick' 
---
p4oh taboch • h C p_ 
395.'pick lice' bOu.j b~j 
--- •botsj 
396.'piece' meing Dl8Jl8 
---
•mean.g 
397. 'pig' alik alik adaak •qadlIIlt 
398.'pile' bOun boa.n 
--- *bOun 
399.'pillow' rakou.l tarkoal 
---
•Oarkou.l 
400 • ' pine tree ' sango ango 
--- •hango 
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401.'pineapple' ehU4q chlla.q/ chitaq •c_q 
ohiaj 
402. I pipe' bok b8.k bok •bOk (reach in hole) 




404.'reed pipes' tarlal tir•l tareel •tir_l 
405.'to plant' ohoh ch8h choh •ooh 
406. 'plant rice' 
---
ohoi oh6oi •cooy 
407.'pla;y strgd. ot ot , , t 00 •qoot 
instrument' 
408.'pluck' palGih 1eh leh • llEh 
-
409.'poison' pih pih 
---
•piih 
410.'pole' tong tong toong •toong 
411.'poor' kadiit kidit 
---
•kidiit 
412.'posts(of tanou.l tintsl ta.n41/ •tino~l 
house)' tanol 
413.'pot• adeh adeh 
---
•qade~ 
414.'pot' , , •pung pung pung ... -
415. 'found' teh tih(forge)--- •teh 
hammer) 
416. 'pound rice 
---
truah chruah •cruah 
over again' 




418.'pour out' , tong trong~ sarung •_r_ng 
saron 
419. 'pu.ll out' pOj p~s poch/mc •pvdtS 
420. 'pull up' pleb: raq ruq r60q •r_q 
421. 'pus' , pinung panung panung •pin:,mg 
422.'push' 
---




4;l4. 'rainbow' pring ptren/P m.ariang •p_rEAng 
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426. 'rash' alaq alaq --- •qale.aq 
427. ' rat, game' kun4i kune --- •kun_ 
428. 'rattan' krai kire •kre 
429. 'red' kusau kuso 
---
•kusaw 





atuk •qatctk atiik: 
---




433.'return' -ohu oh~ oh8 •c6 
434.'rhinocerus' ramias rmas 
---
•ramaas 
435. 'ribs' taniar nniar naar~ •_n_r 
nctrn. 
436. 'rice• saro tro haroHX •haro 
unhusked' 




438.'rioe- dlip clip diab •dlt 
-glu.tenou.s' 












442.'rich' a&k auk 
---
•a_k 
443. 'ride' deiq diq diq •diiq 
444.'ri@t atoam a'i!a atuam •qatuam ( direction) ' 
445.'ring' sambeit tarmeit 
---
•camb_t 




--- d~lll dom •do~.m 
448. 'river' kruang kruang karuung •kru.ung 
449.'river mou.th'piak piaq ......... •piek 
450. 'road• rana karna 
--- •karna 
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452.'roast' b&h b&h boh •b6h 
453.'rook:y' tr6ng tr8ng trOOng •trOOng 
454. • roll down' lul~ palO •16 
455. 'roll up' ptal peal pu.al/puar •peal 
456. 'roll up' pom pom 
---
•poom 
457. 'roof' tapuang tapua.ng pabung •_;phuung ( pig trough) 
458.'roof' sarpo po 
roofing) 
mpo •po 




tra.ng •trang •trottng 
461. 'rooster' tong kO.ng gOOng •_OOng 
462. 'root' r8h reas riah •reas 
463. 'to root t\1k tult tttl1lc •tUUk ( of pig) 
ab6k abwc •qab/e_k 464.'rotten' 
---
465.'rotten' , ns~q nsoq n.soq •nsoq 
466 • 'round' VUl vil Vil •wu1 
467.'round obj. -, pine 
---
•pinl (small)' pan . 
468. 'row' voah va.h 
---
•wo4h 
469. 'rub eyes' kutiil 
---· katal •kut_l 




luhHX 471. 'run' luh luh •luh 
472. 'ruat' 
---
atet teet/9: •_teec 
•tuk: 
tech 




ri!u ;ri parOu •r_w 
475. 'saliva' vilq avia havi •_avieq 
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476.'salt' boi boi bohHX •booy 
477. 'sand' choah ohoah suah •_Oah 
478. 'sap' siet s3t ;et •SY§t 
479. 'save' sarou.ng 
---
tr66ng •_r_ng 
{ s. orop) ( from drowning) 
4SO. 'scales nseil 
---
aial •_seal 
( fish) ' 
4dl.'scissora' sarkeaq tark4b _ .. _ •Cark_ 
482.'scrape' rakla.h kla.h 
---
•_klah 




pikrlh/ kajaruas/ •k rs 
- -with fingers' pikrae kakruak 




486. 'see' sa181q tillq --- •Cil_q 
487.'separate' p8h 
( look back) 
f::parate ---
•p_s ( take apart) fibers) 
488. 'servant' soul s?Sl sa.l •s_l 
489.'set eggs' panum panam 
---
•panum 
490.'aet trap' to to 
---
•to 
491.'set trap' seu. su.i 
---
•s_w 
492.'seven' tapu.1 tu.p~l tapool •tu.pol 
493.'sew' yeih ~h ih •_&!h 
494. 'shake 
---grain' 
te nteHX •ntt 
495. 'shallow' ndctUl pidul 
., __ 
•_duul 
496. 'sharp' heng heng 
--- •heng 
497.'sbarpen' b&k ( buaj) •baak •b_k 
498.'aharpen' kit kit kit •kiit 
499.'sharpen' koj koj 
--- *kooj 
500. 'shelf' tran ntr~n •ntr_n 
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501.'shell' ndfSh ndoah taduah •tandouh 
pin - ... 502. 'shoot' ~n pan •pan. 
503.'short' ng-ep eep •_q!ep 






tarlang ohalaa.ng •carlaang 
506 • ' s~ou.lder' apa.l apal 
---
•qapaal 
507. 'shrimp' asu.om aelSm 
---
•qasum. 
508.'sibling' achai achai •qacaay 
509.'ygr.sibling'eim a-em •qaqeam 
510.'silver' , •pro4q proaq praq 
---
511. 'similar' ein in 
--- •qiin 




513.'sit' taku -ku. 
---
•ku. 
514. 'six' tapoat tu.pat sapat •_pOu.t 
515. 'skin' ngk4r nkir ngkar •nglatr 
516. 'sky' palo<5ng p11ong leng pleng •pilo<5ng 
517. 'slap' tapa.h pah pleng 
-pa.h •_pah 
518.'sleepi pOu.p ap~p 
---
•_pol5p (sitting) 
519. 'small' k&t ket •k_t 




ku.tear katiar •ku.tear 
522.'smooth' siel all 
--- •se1 
5 e 3. ' a.nail ' klo klo 
--- •klo 
524.'snake' kus4n kualii kasan •ku.Sttii 
525.'snake' tu.r tu.r •tu.u.r 
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526.'sneeze' ch.as ohas chuas •c_s 
527. 'soot' sa:mang kamang ramang •_mang 
528. 1 a sore' aleh 
---
deh •_dl_h 
529. 'sores' mpiih mplh mpeh •mpleh 
530. 1 soul 1 raviai rvai ravaai •ravaay 
5 31. •.spear' kos kos kos •kooe 
532. 1 spider' aplang apiang 
---
•qapiang 
533. 'spirit' yiang yang ;aang •jaang 
534. I Spi ti kuohoh kuoh~h ka.choh •kucOh 
535. • apli t wood' tad.ah tadoh ...... •tad/a_h 
5 36. 'split' ploah lah blah •_lolth 




5 3B. 'sputum. karhak karht1ak 
---
•.karh_k 
5 39. 'squash' k.a.dUlt kaduk kadO'k •kadO'k 
5 40. 'squeeze out'Mj dlq i!q •cittj 
541. 'stab' choat chat/ cb44ch •c_o 
aohit 
542. • stalk' rakong tarkong chakoong •carkoong 
543. 1 stand• yuor y~r 
--- •yur 
544. 1 stand' tayung tayung ;uang •taj_ng 
545. 'steal' tt1oj tt5j 
--- •tuj 
546. 1 steam' hOul boal ahual *_hOt1l 
547. 'stick on' a_p«t apuat •qap_t 
548.'stioky' tabat 




549.'atill' no4ng nnang 
---
•_nOung 
550.'sting' s8uj s~j{point)socb •sOOj 
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551.'stink' noaq .nnaq nnaq •nnoaq 
552.'stomach' , pallung palung •pu.ng pung 
553. 'storm' ra.puq rpuq •rapuuq 
554.'straight' tanoang ta~ng 
---
1$1tanuang 
555.'stretoh' --- yuan 11an •yUAn 
5 56. ·' stringed --- tam.pr&h tambreh •tal'Jlbr8h 
instrument' 
5 57. 'strong' ban a&n/oan 
---
•b/ean 
556.' strong' ntang atang tiang •nt_ng { bitter) 
559. 'stub toe' kt1d&h kiduh {nMs) •k d .tl. 
- -
560.'stuffy nose'd&t dut --~· •d_t 
561. • stump' rang{.tl tarngil 
---
•Carngul 
562. 'suck' youj dlb ka~ep/ *jEp jUq 
ding 
iuu.q 
•d/ciaa.ng 563. 'sugar' dang dang 
564.'sugar cane' lru.tat1 atau ataau •_taaw 
565.'sunny' pbeak puaq 
---
•p_u.ak 
566. 'sunset' pltst 'blot h 
--- •p lotst 
567. 'surround' ku.vang kavang savaang •_waang 
568. 'swallow' lun 16n 144n •lOUn 
569. 'sweep' p(ar}neih prih piih/HK *P__h 
priih 
570.'sweet' ngiam nngam 
--- •.,.pg_m 
571.'swerve' vlr vear -viar •wear 
572.'swollen pu.s p~s •pos 
stomach' 





lh eh •q&h 
575. 'taboo' t4n tan ciiang •ti.ling 
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576 • I tail' soi soi · sooi •sooy 
577. 'take' dO'Ung d6ng Mang *dO'ung 
578. 'teach' (ataung) achung pachung •_chttUng 
579. 'tear' ( V) ba.q heq heek •heekh 
580. 'ten' chit chit jlt •chit 
581. 'termite' kwaOar/ ka..m.oar ka.muar •ku.m.Oar 
ku.m.our 
ka.m66tHl{ 582.'termite' kumot 
---
•kumoot 
583.'there(far)' tih ntih teeh •tih 
584.'thigh.' nlu pilau./ malau. •p_laaw 
pu.lau 
585.'thin' kada kida kadaq •kida 
586. 'thin' oj oj oooh •qooj 
587.'thirsty' 
---
hal rahaal •rah_l 
588. 'thread' 
---
kapas ka.pasHI: •kapoas 
589.'three' pai pe pe •pe 
590. 'throe. t' aroog ar&q 
---
•qar_q 
591. I thumb I .ngltum nkum 
--- •ngkO'm. 




m1ek balek/ •_lek 
bal6k 
•t/th4li G 594.'tight' tan tang 
---
595. 'a time' chau chu chu. •cu 
596.'tinder' lavut lavlt kabit •ka.Blut 
597. 'tired' aleh(sore)aleq gleh •qadl.Ji 
598.'tobv.ooo' hdllt hut 
---
•hwt 





ntaq ntaak •ntaak 
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601.'tooth' ka.neing kineng kaniang •kineang 
602.'top' --- tua tll •t_ 
603. 'touch' 
---
kapdj kapO'q •kapO'O'_ 
604. 'trail' kluang klong plong •k1oong 
605. 'transport' patiang patea.ng 
---
•pataen.g 
606. 'trap~ --- sing siing •sii.ng 
607. 'trap' akap kiap 
---
•_kJ> 
608.'trap(fish)' aruong aruang ar11ung •qarUU.ug 
609.'trap(fish)' Caram aram araam •qaraam. 
dry bamboo) 
610.'tray' padien adian ........ •pad_n 
611.'tree' aluang along nloong •_1oong 
612.'tu.rn' pal8h pilbh palah •pil_h 
613.'tu.rtle' 
---
akop koop •koop 
614.'tu.sk' paluak paloq (balua) •pal_k 
615.'tu.sk' klou.1 kl~s klu.ai •klou._ {fangs) 
•pUAn 616. 'twist' puan pon {~l up) 
617. 'twist' taviat tu.veat 
---
•tu.wlat 
618. 'two' bar bar aactr •e_r 
619. 'umbrella ' r11 ru. ( du.) •ru. 
620. 'uncle' alii - •qaii1 ani ---
621. 'under' karaum. karrWIL karum. •karu.um. 
622.'unroll' liai lai 
---
•laay · ( unwind) 
623. 'unwrap' paliang 
---
litang •_lieng 
624. 'urinate' kwcl6wa k18m/ klom •kl m kaklom -
625.'a vegetable'bat bat 
--- •b/ltat 
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626. 'Vietnamese' yuan yoan 
---
•y_n 
627. 'vomit' kuta --- kata ,..kuta 
628. 'wait' apoan pan ¢n •pUAn 
629. 'wait• akoan k~n .... - •k_n 
630. 'wall' rat4ng rtang --- •ratang 
6 31. 'wallow' roam roam --- •r_m 
632. 'warm by ngheing heng haang •_heeng 
fire' 
araauHX 633. •wash' ariau. rau •qaraaw 
6 34. 'wash face' 
---
boaj buaoh •bouj 
635. 'wash clothes' pooh piah pua.h •p_h 
6 36. 'wasp' hong hong hoong/ •hoong 
637. 'water' dauq daq 
hoong 
•a_kh l\O'O'k 
6 38. •waterfall' ea.rub aohuh ajuh •qachu.h 
639. 'wear' 
, 
•_s_p sctp nsop SC1p 
6 40. •weave' tan tan ta.an •ta.an 
641. 'wet' 
--- jip/juq ;ep/;ip •jip 
642. 'whip' proa.s r4s 
---
•pruas 
643.'whistle' kahouj ka.khoaj kahuaoh •ltahouj 
644. 'white' klok kloq 
--- •klook 
645. 'widowed' kumai kammai ka.maai •ku.maa.y 
6 46. 'wind' ( N) seang seang 
---
•saeng 
6 4 7 • 'wind' ( V) poar poar puar/puar •p_r 
648. 'window' 
---
aluh aluh · •qaluh 
649. 'wine' s1u siau 
---
•sIAw 
650. 'winnow' 11-0u.m ~m , •_qolSm om 
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651. 'wipe' ehut juat ;uut · •_uut 
652. 'woman' kan kan •k.an •kan 
6 5 3 • 1 WOO ds 1 arus arus --- •qarm.ts 
654. 'woods' sar!mg trung ·-- • _rang • 
655.'work' 
---
proaq bruaq •br_q 
656. 'work' ta.q taq t HK aq •taq 
657. 'worm' saduong tarduang/ 
---
•C_duang 
tiduang h 658.'worm' prtti pirui barui •p irU'U'y 
659. 'worm 
---
mr3h .mmreh •_mreh 
(stomach)' 
660.'worm(earth) 'lOui tuloi •tul....3 
661. 'wrap' kay&m j~m/t~m t6om/duum •j_m t_m 
662. 'wrestle' aarum tarritm 
---
•Caram 
663.'wring' viat viaq viaq •wiat 
664. 'writing' sraq uraq 
---
•_uraaq 
665. 'yarn• pariai parai 
---
•paraay 
666. 'yawn' aa-ap ng-ap a-aapJIK/ •hangqaap 
667. 'year' 
ba-aap 




In the Ea.st Katuic languages there has been a 
great deal of shifting, especially in the vowels. But 
the oonso.nants have also bad some shifts,·particlll.arly 
within the stops. When the consonants in both the main 
syllable initial position an~ main syllable final posi-
tion have shifted, it is practically impossible to 
reconstruct the vowels because almost every case is 
unique. 
The most common consonants in ?roto-Ea.st-Katuio 
are •k and •p initially and •ng finally. The most 
colllllon vowels are •a and •aa. 
There is considerable evidence o:f allophonic 
variation in Proto-Fast-Katu.ic. The reflexes tend 
to split up on the basis o:f the :final consonant, gen-
erally dividing between reflexes before velars (•ng, 
•k,•h,•q) and reflexes before non-velars. •m fre-
quently patterns with the velars. 
In these languages with large numbers of both 
consonants and vowels it takes a much larger list of 
cognates to establish all the proto phonemes. However, 
for Proto-Ea.st-Katuic, with a little under seven hu.n-
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dred probable cognates, the broad outlines and many of 
the details have been reconstructed. 
Areas needing more work when more cognates are 
available are the pre-syllables, final stops, and vowels 
where the cognate sets have been short or incomplete. 
Very likely further work on the vowels, particularly on 
the glides, will reveal a prosody of register. 
Al"tergte·Solut~pns to the Jjpal Stop Prgblem 
Proto•East-Ka.tuic has two final stops--•kh and •j--
which do not fit into·a regular aeries of stops. The 
initial stops have four complete aeries. It may be 
that •lt11 and •j are the only remaining attested stops 
from a full series which once occurred in the final 
position. In both oases the reflexes involve a glottal 
stop in one or two languages and a non-glottal stop in 
the rest: •k>B q, P q, ~ k and •j,B j, P j, X oh (j is 
phonetically[1q)). One of the allophones of final •t 
has glottal stop: •t>B t, i q, K q after front glided 
vowels. It may be that the paucity of cogJ1.&tes accideA-
tally limits the environments for the reflexes and that 
there was originally another kind oft. !here are also 
several words involving p and glottal stop reflexes. 
There is no regu.larity between these so it is ha.rd to 
tell if one or all may reflect a stop different from •-p. 
If there was another fu.11 aeries of stops in final 
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position, presumably the proto stops were glottalized, 
as all these exceptions to the regular reflexes have 
glottal stop. 
It is regrettable that we do not have more exam-
ples, but it is noteworthy tbat Dfitmpwolff had great 
difficulty establishing the final voiced stops for 
Proto Jlialayo-Polynesian because the Tagalog and Javanese 
forms, which were the witnesses for the voicing, were 
scarce (1934, pp.42, 43). 
Another possibility to explain these reflexes 
with glottal stop is that the loss of register distinc-
tions in the vowels could have left its trace in the 
consonant reflexes. Smith {to be published} bas found 
that in one dialect of Sedang, many of the final con-
sonants bave been replaced by glottal stop from the 
laryngealization of the vowel. 
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